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Abstract 

 

Spawning capelin (Mallotus villosus) provide a pulse resource of fish eggs and dead fish on the 

northeast Newfoundland coast, bringing an abundance of nutrients into the system that can be 

relied upon by numerous predatory and scavenging species. I investigated how this annual 

resource pulse influenced the diet and distribution of green sea urchins (Strongylocentrotus 

droebachiensis) at capelin spawning sites and the potential for urchins to impact capelin 

recruitment through egg predation. Urchin density was monitored using a remotely operated 

vehicle (ROV) during the summers of 2013 and 2014, and urchins were collected from capelin 

spawning sites in 2014 to assess diet using nitrogen and carbon stable isotopes. Urchins were 

distributed in higher densities in areas with dead capelin and were often clumped directly on 

dead fish. Conversely, the presence of capelin eggs negatively influenced urchin density. Stable 

isotope analysis revealed an increase in 15N when capelin resources became available, 

suggesting urchins were consuming capelin resources. Diet preference experiments also 

indicated that dead capelin were preferentially consumed over eggs. Overall, urchins appear to 

prefer and seek out dead capelin on spawning sites suggesting urchins may be important 

recyclers of capelin detritus and have little impact on capelin recruitment.   
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General Introduction 

 

 Pulse resources are defined as rapid, infrequent, and large magnitude events that result in 

an increase in ecosystem productivity (Ostfeld and Keesing 2000). These events can vary in 

frequency and duration, which, in turn, affects the magnitude of consumer response (Yang et al. 

2010). Organisms use resource pulses for important life processes such as foraging (Taylor 2007; 

Reimchen 2000; Gende and Sigler 2006) and reproduction (Cederholm et al. 1999; Davoren and 

Montevecchi 2003; Eide et al. 2012), resulting in both bottom up and top down influences on 

population sizes (Nowlin et al. 2008). Animal consumers can take advantage of pulse resources 

as predictable, and highly abundant food sources. Foraging theory predicts that animals forage in 

a manner that maximizes net energy intake (Charnov 1976), which can be accomplished by 

feeding selectively on the most profitable prey sources (Charnov 1976; Krebs et al. 1977) or by 

maximizing consumption rates in areas with a highly abundant food source (Holling 1959).  

In marine systems, aggregations of forage fish are an important source of food for a wide 

range of predator species and often attract aggregations of multiple predator species 

(Camphuysen and Webb 1999; Gende and Sigler 2006; Davoren 2007; O’Donoghue et al. 

2010b; Davoren 2013). Forage fish may aggregate for a number of reasons including 

antipredator benefits (Pulliam and Caraco 1984; Morgan and Godin 1985), migration 

(O’Donoghue et al. 2010a), and spawning (Domeier and Colin 1997; Zeller 1998; Davoren et al. 

2006). Aggregations forming due to spawning and migration typically occur during brief periods 

of the year and act as a pulse resource that predators may converge on to maximize consumption 

rates (Holling 1959). For instance, along the southeast coast of Africa, both cape gannets (Morus 

capensis) and common dolphins (Delphinus capensis) show a strong association with migrating 

sardines (O’Donoghue et al. 2010b). Similarly, shark catches in nearby beach nets are 
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substantially higher during the sardine run (Dudley and Cliff 2010). Increased predator 

abundance during the sardine run along with high proportion of sardines in predator diets (Young 

and Cockcroft 1994; Dudley and Cliff 2010) indicate that the temporal abundance of sardines is 

likely the reason for predator aggregation. Aggregations of spawning fish similarly attract 

aggregations of predators. In the northwest Atlantic, aggregations of capelin (Mallotus villosus) 

attract large concentrations of seabirds and baleen whales that feed on capelin when the fish 

arrive in coastal areas to spawn during early summer (Davoren 2013). These spawning 

aggregations are within the foraging ranges of both common murre (Uria aalge) and northern 

gannet (Morus bassanus) breeding colonies, with common murres especially relying on capelin 

to feed their young (Davoren and Montevecchi 2003; Davoren 2007; Burke and Montevecchi 

2009).  

Spawning fish aggregations also provide an abundance of energy-dense fish eggs, which 

may be an important factor driving the aggregation of other predator species (Frank and Leggett 

1984; Deblois and Leggett 1993; Heyman et al. 2001; Mikkelsen and Pedersen 2012; Morse et 

al. 2013). For instance, Heyman et al. (2001) concluded that whale shark (Rhincodon typus) 

aggregations along the Belize Barrier Reef coincided both spatially and temporally with 

spawning aggregations of dog snapper (Lutjanus jocu) and cubera snapper (L. cyanopterus). The 

sharks were observed feeding on large clouds of spawn after the full moon of April and May 

when the snapper were spawning but are otherwise seldom observed in the region. Similarly, 

Taylor (1996) reported aggregations of whale sharks at Ningaloo Reef, Australia being 

associated with the timing of mass coral spawning. The Ningaloo whale sharks are thought to 

feed on zooplankton and small fish that feed on the coral spawn, rather than feeding on the 

spawn itself (Taylor 2007). Small organisms, such as amphipods, have also been shown to take 
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advantage of temporally abundant fish eggs as a prey source (Deblois and Leggett 1993). Peak 

biomass of the amphipod Calliopius laeviusculus overlaps with peak capelin egg biomass in 

Bryant’s Cove, Newfoundland and it is speculated that spring amphipod biomass is directly 

related to the amount of capelin eggs available in the previous summer (Deblois and Leggett 

1993).  

 Predation on fish eggs has the potential to be an influential factor on the recruitment of 

fish stocks (Frank and Leggett 1984; Mikkelsen and Pedersen 2012; Mychek-Londer et al. 

2013). Winter flounder (Pseudopleuronectes americanus) have been shown to consume up to 

5.9% of total capelin egg biomass at beaches in Bryant’s Cove, Newfoundland (Frank and 

Leggett 1984). Egg predation at deep water spawning beds of capelin is expected to be much 

more intense than at beach sites due to the increased number and size of potential egg predators 

(Frank and Leggett 1984), such that deep water spawning may not contribute any recruits to the 

capelin population (Nakashima and Wheeler 2002). Similarly, invasive red king crabs 

(Paralithodes camtschaticus) may influence lumpsucker (Cyclopterus lumpus) recruitment in the 

eastern Atlantic through egg predation and destruction (Mikkelsen and Pedersen 2012). Indeed, 

Mikkelsen and Pedersen (2012) suggested that the effect of crab predation can be equivalent to 

one third of commercial roe catches from consumption alone. Adult male lumpsuckers provide 

parental care for their eggs, but are unable to defend against larger fish predators or large 

crustaceans (Goulet et al. 1986; Mikkelsen and Pedersen 2012), which can push away the 

guardian male lumpsucker, opening up the egg beds to predation by other predator species that 

could normally be removed (Mikkelsen and Pedersen 2012). Goulet et al. (1986) found that the 

most common egg predator of lumpsucker eggs, the green urchin Strongylocentrotus 

droebachiensis, could be effectively removed by the male lumpsucker; however, unguarded egg 
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beds were completely consumed by the urchins, suggesting fish species that do not provide care 

for their eggs may be especially vulnerable to egg predation. 

In many fish species, spawning activities result in mass mortality of individuals due to 

the energetic requirements of spawning (Jonsson et al. 1991; Burton and Flynn 1998) and long 

spawning migrations (Crossin et al. 2008). Masses of fish carcasses remaining at spawning 

grounds are another example of a spatially and temporally limited prey source. Salmon carcasses 

provide essential nutrients in both aquatic and terrestrial environments with many terrestrial 

animals relying on salmon as a food source during the breeding season (Cederholm et al. 1999). 

This annual pulse of salmon carcasses is extremely short-lived and may only be available for a 

few days. Indeed, Gende et al. (2004) found that the mean residence time for salmon carcasses 

was only 4.5 days due to carcasses being scavenged or washed away downstream. In marine 

systems, animal carcasses are available to benthic scavengers for longer periods when they sink 

to the bottom due to reduced current exposure. For example, whale carcasses that have fallen to 

the seafloor in the deep ocean are commonly scavenged by both vertebrate and invertebrate 

scavengers (Smith and Baco 2003) and can support entire communities for many years (Smith 

and Baco 2003; Rouse et al. 2004). Discards from fisheries also have the potential to create large 

amounts of organic material available to benthic scavengers in a wide variety of marine habitats. 

Bergman et al. (2002) found that discards from trawler fisheries were scavenged within 48 hours 

by a variety of marine organisms including seastars, brachyuran crabs, hermit crabs, whelks, and 

amphipods. Similarly, Himmelman and Steele (1971) noted that green sea urchins would 

scavenge dead fish thrown off wharves, even in the presence of usual algal prey. 

Study species 
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 In the northwest Atlantic, spawning capelin (Mallotus villosus) act as a pulse resource 

and bring numerous predator species into the region (Davoren 2013). Capelin is a cold-adapted 

forage fish common to waters in the circumpolar Arctic and sub-Arctic (Carscadden and 

Vilhjalmsson 2002). Capelin migrate from wintering areas off the continental shelf to inshore 

waters during the summer to spawn (Nakashima 1992; Carscadden and Nakashima 1997). In 

coastal Newfoundland, capelin spawn at predictable beach and deep-water (16-40 m) sites 

(Davoren et al. 2008) and leave an abundance of adherent eggs covering the substrate at these 

sites. Deep water spawning sites are typically in depressions or trenches 2-10 m below the 

surrounding bedrock and consist of sand-gravel substrate (sizes ranging from 0.5-16 mm; Penton 

and Davoren 2012). Capelin, especially males, experience high mortality after spawning (Burton 

and Flynn 1998) such that spawning sites are often littered with dead fish in addition to adherent 

capelin eggs. This reproductive strategy of capelin provides a pulse resource of three potentially 

important food sources: spawning capelin, capelin eggs, and dead capelin detritus. The 

importance of spawning fish (Davoren 2013) and high egg biomass (Frank and Leggett 1984; 

Deblois and Leggett 1993) to predators have already been demonstrated, but the importance of 

capelin detritus has not been studied. 

Sea urchins are commonly found in inter and sub-tidal marine habitats around the globe. 

Urchins are primarily herbivorous, feeding on a diverse range of algal species (Himmelman and 

Steele 1971; Vadas 1977; Keats et al. 1984; Lemire and Himmelman 1996; Lauzon-Guay and 

Scheibling 2007b), which can have both positive and negative effects on their ecosystems. In 

1984, a disease spread through the population of the long-spined urchin Diadema antillarum 

throughout the Caribbean Sea resulting in mass mortality of urchins (Hughes 1994). In Jamaica, 

the mass mortality of urchins resulted in a phase-shift from a coral-dominated ecosystem to a 
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macroalgae-dominated ecosystem because there were no urchins to prevent algae from 

overgrowing the corals (Hughes 1994). Conversely, mass feeding fronts of urchins in the 

Strongylocentrotus genus cause phase-shifts from lush kelp forests to urchin barrens devoid of 

all macroalgae along both coasts of North America (Mann 1977; Dayton 1985; Ebeling et al. 

1985; Chapman and Johnston 1990; Lauzon-Guay and Scheibling 2007b). Both urchin barrens 

and kelp stands have been observed in stable states (Scheibling 1986) and transitions between 

states have been linked to urchin density (Gagnon et al. 2004).  

Green sea urchins (Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis) are common in inter- and sub-

tidal zones throughout their broad Arctic-Boreal distribution (Scheibling and Hatcher 2013), 

typically on bedrock or cobble substrate (Himmelman 1986; Scheibling and Raymond 1990), as 

dislodgement increases (Santos and Flammang 2006, 2007; Tuya et al. 2007; Kawamata et al. 

2011) and movement may be more difficult on finer substrates (Ebeling et al. 1985; Laur et al. 

1986). Although movement is typically limited to 0.5-3.0 m per day (Garnick 1978), 

instantaneous movement rates can be as fast as 33.5 cm/hr (Lauzon-Guay and Scheibling 2007a). 

Population densities of S. droebachiensis vary depending on the current state of the ecosystem. 

Urchin density is highest in foraging fronts (136 ± 46.4 ind/m2), followed by barrens habitat (71 

± 6.4 ind/m2), recently formed barrens (41 ± 10.1 ind/m2), and kelp beds (14 ± 5.3 ind/m2; 

Meidel and Scheibling 2001); however, densities are much lower in sub-tidal habitats (>20 m) on 

fine sediments (<2 ind/m2; Filbee-Dexter and Scheibling 2012). Sub-tidal sand patches and rock 

outcrops are considered nutrient poor habitats (Chapman 1981; Kelly et al. 2012) and urchins in 

these zones are often reliant on drift algal subsidies, evidenced by clumping on kelp that 

accumulates in sediment wave troughs (Britton-Simmons et al. 2009; Filbee-Dexter and 
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Scheibling 2012), or on alternative prey when delivery of drift algae is infrequent (Kelly et al. 

2012). 

Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis is an omnivore, and consumes a wide variety of algal 

food as well as animal protein such as invertebrates and fish detritus (Himmelman and Steele 

1971; Briscoe and Sebens 1988; Wessels et al. 2006). Radially symmetric echinoderms do not 

have a visual sense, and must rely on other senses to find prey. Numerous studies indicate that S. 

droebachiensis uses chemosenory cues to locate prey patches (Vadas 1977; Garnick 1978; Vadas 

et al. 1986; Briscoe and Sebens 1988; Lauzon-Guay and Scheibling 2007b). Despite the dietary 

breadth observed for S. droebachiensis, urchins distinguish among chemosensory cues and 

preferentially consume particular food types (Vadas 1977; Larson et al. 1980; Briscoe and 

Sebens 1988; Lemire and Himmelman 1996). Diet preferences do not correlate with caloric 

content and are thought to be based on abundance, ease of chemical detection, palatability and 

absorption efficiency (Vadas 1977; Larson et al. 1980; Daggett et al. 2010). Exhibiting 

preferences for high abundance food allows S. droebachiensis to feed at a higher rate (Vadas 

1977). Larson et al. (1980) inferred that specializing on preferred prey maximizes growth when 

food is abundant, whereas generalist feeding is necessary for survival when the environment is 

food-depleted. Highest gonad and somatic growth in urchins has been observed on mixed diets 

of algal and animal protein (Briscoe and Sebens 1988; Meidel and Scheibling 1999; Knip and 

Scheibling 2007) and it is likely that food preferences in S. droebachiensis are related to 

environmental conditions and the physiological state of individual urchins (Himmelman and 

Nedelec 1990).  

Feeding rates in S. droebachiensis are highly coupled with the reproductive cycle 

(Scheibling and Hatcher 2013). Urchins release their gametes once per year in the spring, which 
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is followed by a period of intense feeding that maximizes the rate of gonad and somatic growth 

over the summer (Larson et al. 1980). Gonad growth occurs in two major phases in S. 

droebachiensis and is directly related to the availability of high quality food (Garrido and Barber 

2001). Initially, gonad tissue is used for storage of nutrients (Walker et al. 2005), which are 

subsequently used for gametogenesis in the autumn and winter (Scheibling and Hatcher 2013). 

During gametogenesis, feeding rates slow (Larson et al. 1980; Klinger et al. 1997) and urchins 

rely on nutritive stores in gonad tissue (Walker et al. 2005). Walker and Lesser (1998) suggested 

that the shift from nutrient storage to gametogenesis is triggered by low temperatures and 

changing photoperiod in the autumn. Temperature and photoperiod have also been suggested as 

important triggers for gamete release in the spring (Scheibling and Hatcher 2013), but may also 

be related to chemical cues corresponding to phytoplankton blooms (Starr et al. 1992, 1994; 

Himmelman et al. 2008).  

Stable Isotopes 

The use of stable carbon (12C and 13C) and nitrogen (14N and 15N) isotopes has become 

common in ecological studies for their power to elucidate trophic relationships among consumers 

(Peterson and Fry 1987; Post 2002) and trace migration routes (Hobson 1999; Rubenstein and 

Hobson 2004). The ratio of heavy to light isotopes of an element varies among sources in a food 

web and isotopes are subsequently incorporated into animal tissues through consumption of food 

(Peterson and Fry 1987; Post 2002). At one particular location, stable carbon isotopes in animal 

tissues can be important in determining the source of primary production in consumer diets 

(DeNiro and Epstein 1978; Hobson and Clark 1992b; Tieszen et al. 1983; Peterson 1999), 

whereas nitrogen stable isotope ratios provide information about the trophic level of consumers 

within a food web (DeNiro and Epstein 1981; Post 2002; Vanderklift and Ponsard 2003). 
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 A number of assumptions underlie the use of stable isotopes in ecological studies. First, 

isotopes with different masses react at different rates (Peterson and Fry 1987). Typically, lighter 

isotopes react faster in biogeochemical processes (e.g. excretion), often resulting in enrichment 

of the heavier isotope in consumer tissues, which needs to be accounted for when interpreting 

animal diets (Peterson and Fry 1987; Post 2002; Vanderklift and Ponsard 2003; Caut et al. 2009). 

The correction for diet-tissue discrimination (enrichment) is typically applied as 3.4‰ and 0.4‰ 

for 15N and 13C, respectively (Post 2002). The amount of enrichment, however, can vary 

among species (Becker et al. 2007), tissue types (Roth and Hobson 2000; Hussey et al. 2010), 

composition of food sources (Bearhop et al. 2002; Pearson et al. 2003), and with the 

physiological condition of individuals (Hobson et al. 1993). Second, as non-inert tissues are 

constantly replacing themselves, isotopic concentrations will change as well, resulting in 

different tissues reflecting diet on varying temporal scales. Metabolically active tissues (e.g. 

liver) turnover more rapidly and give information on recent diet, whereas tissues with slower 

turnover rates (e.g. bone) represent average diet stable isotopic composition over long-periods 

(Tieszen et al. 1983; Hobson and Clark 1992a). Isotopic turnover rates in animal tissues are 

further influenced by body size (Thomas and Crowther 2015), growth rate (Sakano et al. 2005), 

thermoregulation mode (Martinez del Rio and Carleton 2012), and metabolism (Bearhop et al. 

2002). Overall, knowledge of tissue-specific diet-tissue discrimination in species of interest 

along with turnover rates are crucial for interpreting diet information correctly (Bond and 

Diamond 2011).  

Thesis Objectives  

 The annual resource pulse of spawning capelin provides an abundance of capelin eggs 

and dead capelin at spawning sites that may be imortant for scavenging Strongylocentrotus 
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droebachiensis. The primary objective of my thesis was to examine the importance of capelin 

resources in the diets of S. droebachiensis. First, I examined the density and distribution of 

urchins on capelin spawning sites in relation to capelin eggs and carcasses (Chapter 1). Second, 

I examined the importance of capelin resources in the diets of urchins on spawning sites using 

stable isotope analysis and feeding preference experiments (Chapter 3). As stable isotopes have 

not been widely applied to studies on urchins, I also conducted a lab study to identify diet-tissue 

discrimination and turnover rate in urchin gonad tissue (Chapter 2). By examining how the 

availability of capelin resources influences urchin density, distribution and diet at spawning sites, 

along with prey preferences for dead capelin or capelin eggs, I shed light on the ecological role 

of S. droebachiensis at deep water spawning sites of capelin throughout their circumpolar 

distribution.  
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Chapter 1. Influence of spawning capelin (Mallotus villosus) on the density and distribution 

of green sea urchins (Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis) on the northeast Newfoundland 

coast. 

 

Introduction 

 Aggregations of forage fish are an important food source for a wide range of predator 

species around the globe, often resulting in aggregations of multiple predator species 

(Camphuysen and Webb 1999; Gende and Sigler 2006; Davoren 2007; O’Donoghue et al. 

2010b; Davoren 2013). Forage fish may aggregate for a number of reasons including 

antipredator benefits (Pulliam and Caraco 1984; Morgan and Godin 1985), migration 

(O’Donoghue et al. 2010a), and spawning (Domeier and Colin 1997; Zeller 1998; Davoren et al. 

2006). Aggregations forming due to spawning and migration are typically only available during 

brief periods of the year and predators may converge on these temporally abundant aggregations 

to maximize consumption rates (Holling 1959).  

In the northwest Atlantic, capelin (Mallotus villosus) are considered the dominant forage 

fish (Carscadden & Vilhjálmsson 2002). Capelin mature and winter in areas over the continental 

shelf but migrate inshore in late-spring and early-summer to spawn (Nakashima 1992) at 

predictable beach and deep (<50 m) water locations (Carscadden et al. 1989; Nakashima and 

Wheeler 2002; Davoren et al. 2008; Penton and Davoren 2012). Near-shore aggregations of 

spawning capelin attract large concentrations of predatory seabirds and baleen whales during 

early summer (Davoren 2013) and when spawning aggregations are within foraging ranges of 

breeding seabird colonies, parents rely on capelin to feed their young (Davoren and Montevecchi 

2003; Burke and Montevecchi 2009; Davoren et al. 2012). After capelin spawn, the substrate is 

covered in adherent capelin eggs (Nakashima and Wheeler 2002; Penton et al. 2012). Capelin 
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eggs are energy dense (Montevecchi and Piatt 1984) and have been shown to be important in the 

diets of winter flounder (Pseudopleuronectes americanus; Frank and Leggett 1984) and the 

amphipod Calliopius laeviusculus, whose fall biomass is correlated with capelin egg availability 

(Deblois and Leggett 1993). High fish egg density in other regions also results in increased 

predator abundance around the time of fish spawning (Heyman et al. 2001; Mikkelsen and 

Pedersen 2012; Morse et al. 2013). Intense predation on fish eggs has the potential to influence 

recruitment of fish stocks (Frank and Leggett 1984; Mikkelsen and Pedersen 2012; Mychek-

Londer et al. 2013). For instance, Mikkelsen and Pedersen (2012) suggested that king crab 

(Paralithodes camtschaticus) predation on lumpsucker (Cyclopterus lumpus) eggs may have an 

effect equal to one third of commercial roe catches. 

In many fish species, spawning activities result in mass mortality of adults due to the 

energetic requirements of spawning (Jonsson et al. 1991; Burton and Flynn 1998) and long 

spawning migrations (Crossin et al. 2008). The accumulation of fish carcasses at spawning 

grounds can provide an abundant food source and essential nutrients for scavengers in both 

aquatic and terrestrial environments (Cederholm et al. 1999; Gende et al. 2004). For capelin, the 

act of spawning is often fatal, especially for males (Burton and Flynn 1998). Although the 

importance of capelin detritus in the diets of benthic invertebrate scavengers has not been 

examined, other studies have shown that discards from fisheries at sea or near wharves are 

frequently scavenged by benthic invertebrates (e.g. urchins, Himmelman and Steele 1971; 

Bergman et al. 2002). 

The green sea urchin, Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis, is common in inter and sub-

tidal marine habitats throughout its circumpolar distribution (Scheibling and Hatcher 2013). 

Urchins are primarily found on bedrock or cobble substrate (Himmelman 1986; Scheibling and 
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Raymond 1990), as dislodgement increases (Santos and Flammang 2006, 2007; Tuya et al. 2007; 

Kawamata et al. 2011) and movement may be more difficult on finer substrates (Ebeling et al. 

1985; Laur et al. 1986). Densities in foraging fronts and urchin barrens on hard substrates can 

reach over 200 individuals/m2 (Meidel and Scheibling 2001) but lower urchin densities are 

typically observed (<2 individuals/m2) on fine sediments in the deeper subtidal zone (>20 m) 

where dislodgement is less of a risk (Filbee-Dexter and Scheibling 2012). Sub-tidal sand patches 

and rock outcrops are considered nutrient poor habitats (Chapman 1981; Kelly et al. 2012) and 

urchins in these zones are often reliant on drift algal subsidies, evidenced by clumping on kelp 

that accumulates in sediment wave troughs (Britton-Simmons et al. 2009; Filbee-Dexter and 

Scheibling 2012), or on alternative prey when delivery of drift algae is infrequent (Kelly et al. 

2012). Green sea urchins generally prefer a diet of macroalgae in most regions (Vadas 1977; 

Laur et al. 1980; Lemire and Himmelman 1996; Lauzon-Guay and Scheibling 2007), but can 

consume a wide variety of animal protein (Himmelman and Steele 1971; Larsen et al. 1980; 

Briscoe and Sebens 1988; Dumont et al. 2008). In fact, maximum somatic and gonad growth 

occurs on mixed diets of both algal and animal prey (Briscoe and Sebens 1988; Meidel and 

Scheibling 1999).  

 The annual resource pulse of spawning capelin provides an abundance of capelin eggs 

and dead capelin at spawning sites that may be important food for scavenging S. droebachiensis. 

My objective was to examine the influence that this annual resource pulse has on the density and 

distribution of S. droebachiensis at deep water (15-40 m) spawning sites of capelin that are 

otherwise nutrient poor habitats. I hypothesized that the presence of capelin eggs, dead capelin, 

and hard substrates (i.e. bedrock, cobble) will influence urchin density at deep water spawning 

sites (H1) and that the presence of patchily distributed food (i.e. dead capelin and drift algae) and 
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hard substrates will influence urchin dispersion (H2). I predict that urchin densities will be 

higher when capelin eggs, dead capelin, and hard substrates are present and, similarly, that 

urchins will be clumped more often when patchily distributed food (i.e. dead capelin and drift 

algae) and bedrock are present. Alternatively, when capelin eggs are present, I do not expect 

urchins to be clumped, as capelin eggs are abundant and uniformly distributed at the scale of a 

spawning site when available. Overall these results will illustrate if urchins exhibit an 

aggregative response to the pulse of spawning capelin and provide evidence of the potential 

influence of urchin egg predation on capelin recruitment.  

Methods 

 

Study area 

 Field work was conducted around a concentration of persistently used deep water (15-40 

m) spawning sites of capelin off the northeast Newfoundland coast (Gull Island; 49°15’ N, 

53°25’ W; Fig. 1.1) during July-August, 2013 and 2014. Spawning beds are in 2-10 m 

depressions in the ocean floor bordered by bedrock cliffs (Penton and Davoren 2012). Within the 

depressions, the sediment consists primarily of coarse-sand (sediment sizes ranging from 0.5-16 

mm; Penton and Davoren 2012), which has been washed into waves by the current (estimated 

between 20-30 cm-1; Penton and Davoren 2012). When capelin spawn, their eggs adhere to the 

substrate and remain at sites for 7-40 days depending on water temperature (Penton et al. 2012). I 

focused on three spawning sites; site 3 was the shallowest (16-19 m), followed by site 1 (24-27 

m; Penton and Davoren 2012), with site 2 being the deepest (33-35 m). Capelin spawning 
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Figure 1.1. Location of the study area (white box) on the northeast Newfoundland coast (top) 

and locations of deep water spawning sites () concentrated around Gull Island (1 and 2) and 

Turr Island (3; bottom). Shading indicates depth contours.  
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activity differed among sites within and between years, likely due to divergent water 

temperatures (Davoren 2013). Capelin spawned at sites 1 and 2 in 2013 but not at site 3 as the 

latter was above the estimated temperature threshold for capelin spawning (12 °C; Davoren  

2013). In 2014, spawning only occurred at site 3, as bottom temperatures were below the 

estimated temperature threshold (2 °C) at sites 1 and 2 (unpublished data). 

Video transects 

 Urchin densities at capelin spawning sites using a remotely operated vehicle (ROV; 

VideoRay Pro 3 GTO) equipped with an underwater video camera. A 300 m tether connected the 

ROV to the control box onboard a 13 m commercial fishing vessel, which displayed real-time 

video along with ROV depth (m) and heading (degrees). A camcorder connected directly to the 

control box recorded transect video for later analysis. The ROV was deployed off the starboard 

side of the vessel every 3-5 d throughout July and early August, 2013 and 2014 (8-10 d/yr). 

Transects were performed at sites 1 and 2 in both years but at site 3 (Fig. 1.1) only in 2014 owing 

to differences in site use by spawning capelin. Each sampling day, two transects were performed 

at each spawning site; one parallel to a sediment wave trough and another perpendicular to the 

troughs. When time allowed, a third transect was conducted perpendicular to sediment wave 

troughs at the opposite end of the site. The ROV heading was kept as constant as possible for the 

duration of each transect. To accurately identify urchins on the bottom, ROV depth was 

maintained at < 1 m above the seafloor. Transect segments were excluded from analyses if the 

ROV was > 1 m from the seafloor, could not maintain a consistent speed (i.e. high current), had 

moved off-site, or if visibility prevented reliable urchin counts. Transect length was limited by 

the length of the tether connecting the ROV to the control box which, in turn, was affected by 

surface currents, tide and wind that caused the boat to drift. The date, site number, start/end 
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times, start/end latitude and longitude, and heading (in degrees) were recorded on datasheets for 

each transect. The ROV was deployed at the same approximate locations (latitude and longitude) 

each sampling day; however, transects were not treated as repeated measures due to the 

unlikelihood that they covered the exact same area as a result of varying boat drift across 

sampling days.  

Transect analysis 

 Urchins were counted using the strip-transect method (Burnham and Anderson 1984), 

counting only urchins that passed through the bottom of the screen during video playback. 

Transects were analyzed in two second intervals which encompassed one square meter of 

seafloor (ROV speed ~ 1 m/s; field of view ~0.5 m). For each interval, urchins were counted and 

the presence or absence of abiotic and biotic factors were simultaneously recorded. Factors of 

interest were hard substrates (e.g., bedrock, cobbles), capelin eggs, dead capelin, drift algae, and 

sediment waves. When sediment waves were present, the number of urchins in troughs (i.e. 

bottom half of the wave) and on crests (i.e. top half of the wave) were differentiated. Urchin 

patterns of dispersion were also recorded when urchins were observed in clumps (i.e. > 3 urchins 

in physical contact with one another), defined to ensure ‘clumped’ urchins were utilizing the 

same spatially limited resource (e.g. a dead capelin). During transects where the site edge (i.e. 

bedrock cliffs) was observed and the ROV was moving perpendicular to the edge, distance from 

the site edge was determined for each transect interval by setting the video time at the edge to 

zero and increasing in 2 s intervals as the ROV moved away from the edge.    

Data Analysis 

Given that site use by spawning capelin differed among years, site 3 was analyzed 

separately from sites 1 and 2 (‘Gull Island’ sites). Transect data were first analyzed to determine 
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if the presence or absence of capelin eggs, dead capelin, or hard substrates influenced the odds of 

encountering an urchin at a spawning site, as 58.2% of all transect intervals contained zero 

urchins (Fig 1.2). Urchin presence in 2 s transect intervals for Gull Island sites was modeled 

using logistic regression with the presence/absence of bedrock, cobble, capelin eggs, dead 

capelin, drift algae, and sediment waves, as well as spawning site (site 1/site 2) and year 

(2013/2014) as predictor variables. Transects at site 3 were modeled with the same binary 

predictor variables excluding site and year. Logistic regressions were performed with the same 

predictors described above to determine if capelin eggs, dead capelin, or hard substrates 

influenced urchin density (H1) or dispersion (H2). For H1, transect intervals containing zero 

urchins were removed. Urchin density was categorized as either ‘low’ (1-2 urchins/2s) or ‘high’ 

(>2 urchins/2s) density based on previous estimates of urchin density on similar sediment (2 

urchins/m2; Filbee-Dexter and Scheibling 2012) and to include relatively equal frequencies 

within each category (57.7% contained ≤ 2 urchins; Fig 1.2). For H2, only transect intervals 

containing high urchin density (>2 urchins/ 2s) were included in the analysis and urchins were 

considered ‘clumped’ or ‘not clumped’. The best model for all logistic regressions was 

determined using Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) and the drop1 function in R v3.1.3.  

To determine if distance from the site edge influenced urchin density, transect intervals were 

divided into three categories: close (0-62 s), mid (63-155 s), and far (>156 s) from the site edge. 

Distance categories were defined to include an equal number of intervals in each category. These 

data were then analyzed separately due the limited number of transects fitting the criteria for 

measuring distance to the site edge. A Kruskal-Wallis test and post-hoc pairwise comparisons 

were used to determine significance and between group differences as urchin counts could not be 
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Figure 1.2. Frequency of urchin counts in all two second transect intervals. 

 

normalized. Similarly, urchin counts in troughs versus on crests were analyzed using Wilcoxon 

signed-rank and rank sum tests to determine if urchins were aggregating in sediment wave 

troughs. A sequential Bonferroni correction was applied to multiple Wilcoxon tests to avoid 

inflating the probability of type I error. 

Results 

 A total of 88 transects were performed (40 in 2013, 48 in 2014), of which 66 were used in 

analyses (28 in 2013; 37 in 2014; Table 1.1). In 2013, the majority of usable transects were at 

site 1 with fewer at site 2 (Table 1.1a) owing to difficulty maintaining the ROV <1 m from the 

seafloor in water > 30 m deep. In 2014, the majority of usable transects were conducted at site 3 

and fewer at sites 1 and 2 (Table 1.1b). Urchin density (i.e. number of urchins/2s) differed 

significantly between sites in 2013 (W=312145.5, p<0.0001) and among sites in 2014 

(2
2=57.78, p<0.0001). In both years, urchin density was significantly higher at site 2 relative to 

a) 
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Table 1.1. Date, set number, and the number of 2s intervals per ROV transect at each spawning 

site of capelin in a) 2013 and b) 2014. 

 

 

a) Site 1 Site 2 

Date Set No. No. 2 s Intervals Set No. No. 2 s Intervals 

Jul 13 7 23 8 85 

Jul 17 12 106 - - 

 13 30 - - 

Jul 19 16 90 - - 

 18 77 - - 

Jul 21 20 13 - - 

 21 16 - - 

Jul 22 25 125 26 120 

Jul 26 27 86 30 76 

 28 28 31 81 

 29 108 - - 

Jul 29 34 77 39 20 

 35 72 - - 

 36 46 - - 

Aug 8 41 127 45 141 

 42 94 46 22 

 43 88 - - 

Aug 9 47 108 - - 

 48 132 - - 

 

 

 

 

 

49 88 - - 
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b) Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 

Date Set 

No. 

No. 2 s Intervals Set 

No. 

No. 2 s Intervals Set 

No. 

No. 2 s Intervals 

Jul 1 - - - - 2 9 

Jul 4 7 86 - - 13 74 

 8 99 - - 14 79 

 10 30 - - 15 44 

Jul 8 20 102 23 81 17 67 

 21 173 25 57 18 100 

 22 84 - - 19 160 

Jul 11 29 89 30 23 26 131 

 - - 31 47 27 187 

 - - 32 52 - - 

Jul 18 - - - - 33 138 

 - - - - 34 132 

Jul 22 - - - - 35 190 

 - - - - 36 146 

Jul 24 40 64 - - 37 105 

 41 50 - - 38 50 

Aug 14 46 204 44 138 48 108 

 47 77 45 93 49 47 

 - - - - 50 77 

 - - - - 51 95 

 

other sites but was not different between sites 1 and 3 in 2014 (Fig. 1.3). Urchin densities were 

also significantly higher at site 2 in 2013 than in 2014 (W=1527781, p<0.0001) but were not 

different between years at site 1 (Fig. 1.3).  
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Figure 1.3. Mean +/- SE number of urchins per two second transect interval at each deep-water 

spawning site of capelin sampled. Bars not sharing the same letter differed significantly at 

α=0.05. 

All predictor variables were included in the best logistic regression model predicting 

urchin presence at Gull Island sites and each was considered significant in the model (see Table  

1.2 for odds ratios). Similarly, all predictor variables except cobble at site 3 were included in the 

best model and all were significant (see Table 1.2 for odds ratios). At Gull Island sites, the 

presence of bedrock increased the odds of encountering at least one urchin by 19.98 times. The 

presence of dead capelin had the next highest influence followed by the presence of drift algae, 

increasing the odds of urchin presence by 6.18 and 2.42 times, respectively. Spawning site and 

year also influenced the odds of encountering urchins, with higher odds at site 2 than at site 1 

and in 2013 relative to 2014. At site 3, dead capelin had the strongest influence on urchin 
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Table 1.2. Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals for predictor variables that increased (+) or 

decreased (-) the odds of encountering at least one urchin in 2s transect intervals at Gull Island 

sites (sites 1 and 2: 2013, 2014) and site 3 (2014). Site comparisons are for site 2 relative to site 1 

and Year for 2013 relative to 2014. Confidence intervals excluding 1 are deemed significant at 

α=0.05. 

 Gull Island Site 3 

Predictor Odds Ratio 95% CI Influence Odds Ratio 95% CI Influence 

Bedrock 19.98 (8.16, 66.26) + 3.10 (1.31, 8.55) + 

Cobble 1.36 (1.14, 1.61) -    

Eggs  5.12 (3.93, 6.66) - 9.52 (7.12, 12.75) - 

Dead Capelin 6.18 (4.23, 9.24) + 19.51 (12.61, 30.93) + 

Sediment 

Waves 

2.05 (1.67, 2.53) - 1.90 (1.49, 2.41) - 

Drift Algae 2.42 (1.67, 3.57) + 7.42 (5.26, 10.63) + 

Site (site 2) 2.55 (2.18, 2.99 +    

Year (2013) 1.55 (1.24, 1.93) +    

 

presence, increasing the odds of encountering at least one urchin by 19.51 times when present 

along a transect. The presence of drift algae and bedrock also increased the odds of urchin 

presence by 7.42 and 3.10 times at Site 3, respectively. Contrary to what was predicted, the 

presence of capelin eggs had a negative influence on urchin presence at Gull Island and at site 3. 

The odds of encountering at least one urchin were 5.12 times lower when eggs were present 

around Gull Island and 9.52 times lower when they were present at site 3. Similarly, the presence 

of sediment waves decreased the odds of encountering at least one urchin (Gull Island: 2.05 
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times; site 3: 1.90 times). Cobble was excluded from the best model at site 3 but had a small, 

negative influence on urchin presence at Gull Island sites. 

 Urchins were observed in high densities (i.e. >2 urchins/2s) in 42.3% of all transect 

intervals (Fig. 1.2). The best logistic regression model predicting high urchin density excluded 

cobble and year at Gull Island sites and excluded eggs and sediment waves at site 3 (see Table 

1.3 for odds ratios). The odds of encountering high urchin density at Gull Island sites and site 3 

were, respectively, 7.67 and 7.25 times higher when bedrock was present in transect intervals. 

The presence of dead capelin and drift algae also increased the odds of encountering high urchin 

density by 2.73 and 1.86 times, respectively, at Gull Island sites and 3.08 and 2.61 times, 

respectively, at site 3. Similar to presence/absence, the odds of encountering high urchin density 

were lower when capelin eggs and sediment waves were present (2.80 and 1.48 times, 

respectively) and were 1.34 times higher at site 2 than at site 1. Although urchins were less likely 

to be found in high densities when sediment waves were present, urchin density was significantly 

higher in sediment wave troughs relative to on crests both when food (i.e. dead capelin or drift 

algae) was absent (V=261641, p<0.0001) and when food was present (V=10254.5, p<0.0001; 

Fig. 1.4). Urchin density also was significantly higher in wave troughs when food was present 

than when it was absent (W=154542.5, p<0.0001) but was lower on crests when food was 

present relative to absent (W=277616, p=0.0003; Fig. 1.4). 

In total, 14 ROV transects were examined to determine if proximity to the site edge 

influenced urchin density at deep water spawning sites of capelin. The density of urchins 

observed within each proximity category differed significantly (χ2
2=96.67, p<0.0001). Pairwise 

comparisons revealed that urchin density was highest close to the site edge (2.36 ± 0.17  
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Table 1.3. Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals for predictor variables that increased (+) or 

decreased (-) the odds of encountering high urchin density (i.e. > 2 urchins) in 2s transect 

intervals at Gull Island sites (sites 1 and 2: 2013, 2014) and site 3 (2014). Site comparisons are 

for site 2 relative to site 1. Confidence intervals excluding 1 are deemed significant at α=0.05. 

 Gull Island Site 3 

Predictor Odds Ratio 95% CI Influence Odds Ratio 95% CI Influence 

Bedrock 7.67 (4.31, 14.77) + 7.25 (3.23, 18.00) + 

Cobble    1.30 (0.93, 1.84) + 

Eggs 2.80 (2.04, 3.83) -    

Dead Capelin 2.73 (1.86, 4.04) + 3.08 (2.21, 4.30) + 

Drift Algae 1.86 (1.22, 2.87) + 2.61 (1.91, 3.57) + 

Sediment 

Waves 

1.48 (1.11, 1.96) -    

Site (site 2) 1.34 (1.07, 1.69) +    

 

urchins/2s) and decreased as the ROV moved further away from the edge (mid: 1.68 ± 0.15; far 

0.72 ± 0.07 urchins/2s). Moving off the spawning site, it was evident that urchin density was 

much higher off-site on the surrounding bedrock (24.1 ± 2.7 urchins/2s; n=64 intervals) than on 

the spawning sediment (1.1 – 2.4 urchins/2 s; Fig. 1.3).  

The best logistic regression model predicting the presence of urchin clumps included all 

predictor variables except sediment waves and site at Gull Island sites and all predictor variables 

except bedrock and cobble at site 3. At Gull Island sites, bedrock, dead capelin, drift algae and 

year were all significant predictors of urchin clumps with cobble and capelin eggs being non-

significant (see Table 1.4 for odds ratios). All included variables were significant predictors of  
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Figure 1.4. Mean +/- SE number of urchins in sediment wave troughs relative to on crests when 

food (dead capelin or algae) is present (‘yes’) or absent (‘no’) in transect intervals. Bars not 

sharing the same letter differed significantly at α=0.05. 

urchin clumps at site 3. The odds of encountering urchin clumps were 18.30 and 8.77 times 

higher when dead capelin and drift algae were present, respectively, at Gull Island sites. 

Similarly, the presence of dead capelin and drift algae increased the odds of encountering urchin 

clumps at site 3 by 14.87 and 4.39 times, respectively. Year also influenced the odds of 

encountering urchin clumps at Gull Island sites and were 6.01 times higher in 2013 than in 2014. 

The presence of bedrock also increased the odds of encountering an urchin clump by 4.93 times 

at Gull Island sites but was not included in the best model for site 3. The influence of capelin 

eggs differed between sites. At site 3, the presence of capelin eggs increased the odds of 

encountering a clump by 5.67 times whereas at Gull Island sites, capelin eggs had no significant 

influence on clumping. The presence of sediment waves also increased the odds of an urchin 

clump occurring (2.56 times) at site 3.   
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Table 1.4. Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals for predictor variables that increased (+) or 

decreased (-) the odds of encountering urchin clumps (i.e. ≥3 urchins in physical contact) in 2s 

transect intervals at Gull Island sites (sites 1 and 2: 2013, 2014) and site 3 (2014). Year 

comparisons are for 2013 relative to 2014. Confidence intervals excluding 1 are deemed 

significant at α=0.05. 

 Gull Island Site 3 

Predictor Odds Ratio 95% CI Influence Odds Ratio 95% CI Influence 

Bedrock 2.14 (1.11, 4.10) +    

Cobble 1.58 (0.91, 2.72) +    

Eggs 1.49 (0.88, 2.54) + 5.67 (2.84, 11.84) + 

Dead Capelin 18.30 (9.60, 37.27) + 14.87 (7.89, 29.45) + 

Drift Algae 8.77 (4.44, 17.79) + 4.39 (2.38, 8.45) + 

Year (2013) 6.01 (3.18, 11.35) +    

Sediment 

Waves 

   2.56 (1.25, 5.39) + 

 

 

Discussion 

 Green sea urchins are commonly encountered at deep-water spawning sites of capelin 

(i.e. 41.8% of 2s transect intervals) but typically in low densities (i.e. 1-2 urchins/2s in 57.7% of 

intervals with urchins). Urchins were most likely to be encountered and present in high densities 

in areas with bedrock and patchily distributed food (i.e. dead capelin, drift algae), and were most 

likely to be clumped on dead capelin. In contrast, urchins were more often absent or in low 

densities when capelin eggs were present. Distance to the spawning site edge also significantly 
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influenced urchin density. The highest urchin densities were found close to the site edge, where 

bedrock is the dominant substrate, and density decreased with distance from the bedrock edge. 

At Gull Island sites, urchins were more likely to be clumped in 2013 than in 2014, likely 

reflecting the availability of dead capelin at these sites in 2013. Overall, these results suggest that 

urchins may be actively seeking out areas that can provide firm attachment to the substrate, 

possibly for predator protection and to prevent being washed away by ocean currents, as well as 

patchily distributed prey (dead capelin and drift algae) despite the abundance of capelin eggs 

available. 

 Mean urchin densities observed at deep water spawning sites of capelin (1.1 – 2.4 

urchins/2 s; Fig. 3.1) are similar to those observed at similar depth and on fine sediment in other 

regions (e.g. St. Margarets Bay, Nova Scotia: 2 urchins/m2; Filbee-Dexter and Scheibling 2012). 

Sand is thought to be less preferred by urchins than hard substrates, such as cobble or bedrock 

(Himmelman 1986, Scheibling and Raymond 1990), as urchins cannot attach to sand well 

(Kawamata et al. 2011) and may have decreased locomotory ability (Ebeling et al. 1985; Laur et 

al. 1986). Indeed, high urchin density was more often encountered where bedrock substrate was 

available at spawning sites, suggesting that urchins on fine substrate may seek out areas of 

bedrock as refuges from currents or predators. Similarly, Bilcher et al. (2007) found that urchin 

abundance in the high arctic was directly related to the amount of rocky substrate available. 

Interestingly, bedrock was more commonly observed at site 2 than at site 1, which may have 

contributed to urchins being encountered more often and in higher densities at site 2. Along the 

borders of the spawning site, urchins were observed in high densities on bedrock cliffs where the 

rock met the fine sediment of the capelin spawning sites. These high densities on the site edge 

visually resembled a foraging front (Meidel and Scheibling 2001), typically characterized by 
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high density aggregations of urchins converting kelp-dominated stands into barrens habitat 

through aggressive herbivory (Breen and Mann 1976; Gagnon et al. 2004; Lauzon-Guay and 

Scheibling 2007; Feehan et al. 2012). The urchin aggregation at the site edge observed in this 

study may be a former foraging front that has consumed the entire kelp stand and whose 

movement has been stopped by the spawning sediment at the site edge. In support, Ebeling et al. 

(1985) similarly observed foraging fronts of Strongylocentrotus franciscanus on the California 

coast being halted where bedrock met sandy substrate, with urchins only moving onto the sand 

when drift algal subsidies became available. Therefore, food availability on spawning sites may 

influence individual-level decisions of urchins to move over sandy substrate.  

 In transects where the site edge was observed, urchin density was highest close to the site 

edge but decreased with increasing distance from the edge. This suggests that urchins clumped at 

the rock-sand interface may slowly be dispersing onto the spawning sediment, possibly 

representing a switch in feeding mode from aggressive herbivory to dispersed browsing 

(Scheibling and Hatcher 2013). Dispersed browsing is characterized by mobile urchins actively 

seeking out food resources using chemosensation (Scheibling and Hatcher 2013). In support, 

urchins on the spawning site were more likely encountered in high density when patchily 

distributed food was available (i.e. dead capelin and drift algae), suggesting that urchins moving 

off the bedrock cliffs may be attracted to chemical cues emitted by these potential prey sources. 

Numerous studies have illustrated the ability of S. droebachiensis to detect prey sources from 

distances of several meters (Vadas 1977; Larson et al. 1980; Berstein et al. 1981; Berstein et al. 

1983; Vadas et al. 1986; Briscoe and Sebens 1988), with strongest responses to chemical cues of 

conspecifics foraging on macroalgae (Garnick 1978). Thus, urchins moving onto spawning sites 

to forage may induce further movement on the site due to chemical cues released while foraging.   
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Dispersed browsing over fine sediments may be energetically expensive (Laur et al. 

1986). Therefore, once urchins reach a certain distance from the site edge or cannot detect prey 

cues, they may switch to a passive feeding strategy. Passive detritivory is characterized by 

seeking shelter in topographic refuges and relying on food items that settle after drifting in ocean 

currents (Scheibling and Hatcher 2013). Several studies have shown that urchins in low-

production habitats rely on drift algal subsidies that settle in sediment waves or rock outcrops 

(Filbee-Dexter and Scheibling 2012; Kelly et al. 2012). While sediment waves did not strongly 

influence urchin density along transects in the present study, significantly higher urchin densities 

were observed in the troughs of sediment waves relative to on the crests, possibly providing 

refuge from higher ocean currents. In addition, densities in the troughs were higher still when 

dead capelin or drift algae were present in the wave trough. Therefore, urchins aggregated in 

troughs may represent those using a passive feeding strategy, relying on drift algal subsidies or 

dead fish that accumulate in the sediment wave troughs. A similar strategy may be employed by 

urchins clumped on small patches of bedrock situated within patches of suitable spawning 

sediment. Generally food supply in this type of habitat is low, but dead capelin and capelin eggs 

provide a pulse of protein-rich food that urchins on spawning sites can rely on while available.  

 Macroalgae, particularly Laminarian kelp, has been experimentally determined as the 

preferred diet of S. droebachiensis (Vadas 1977; Himmelman 1984; Briscoe and Sebens 1988; 

Scheibling and Anthony 2001), with preference being related to absorption efficiency (Vadas 

1977), abundance, detectability, and nutritional content (Daggett et al. 2010). Consumption of 

animal protein by S. droebachiensis is thought to occur primarily in the absence of preferred 

macroalgae (Briscoe and Sebens 1988), although mixed diets of algae and animal protein result 

in maximum somatic and gonad growth (Briscoe and Sebens 1988; Meidel and Scheibling 1999). 
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In the present study, dead capelin had a stronger influence on urchin density and clumping 

behavior than drift algae, suggesting a preference for dead capelin. Interestingly, urchin presence 

and high urchin density were less likely to be encountered when capelin eggs were present. 

Urchins feed more efficiently on food that is attached to the substrate (Himmelman 1984; 

Dumont et al. 2008) and although capelin eggs adhere to the substrate (Penton and Davoren 

2012), the small size of the sediment may not fix eggs strongly enough for urchins to consume 

them efficiently. While dead capelin and drift algae are also not fixed to the substrate, urchins 

clumped on these resources may provide enough stability for urchins to consume them 

efficiently. Due to the small size of capelin eggs as well as high egg densities distributed 

uniformly over a spawning site, clumping on eggs would be unlikely to improve urchin foraging 

efficiency. Indeed, urchin clumping was not influenced by capelin eggs at Gull Island sites, but 

was positively influenced by eggs at site 3. This apparent discrepancy may be due to my 

difficulty determining what urchins were clumped on, and it is likely that urchins that appeared 

to be clumped on eggs were actually clumped on a dead capelin or a piece of drift algae that was 

obscured by the clump of urchins. In addition, the chemical compounds in some fish eggs are 

insoluble in water and detectability of eggs by egg predators decreases once the eggs have 

become water-hardened (Dittman et al. 1998). Strength of chemical cues emanating from capelin 

eggs has not been studied; however, results from the present study suggest the chemosensory 

cues emanating from dead capelin or drift algae may be stronger than eggs. Overall, the apparent 

preference for dead capelin may reflect the high abundance of dead capelin coupled with an 

insufficient supply of drift algae to sustain the urchin population and decreased detectability and 

palatability of capelin eggs, although the latter requires further study. Alternatively, preference 
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for dead capelin may reflect urchins diversifying diets when capelin resources become available 

to maximize somatic and gonad growth.  

Overall, the observed urchin density at deep-water spawning sites of capelin agree with 

previous estimates of urchin density on subtidal sandy bottom. Urchin density on spawning sites 

is concentrated in areas with bedrock substrate and patchily distributed food resources, primarily 

dead capelin and drift algae. The observed pattern of urchin distribution suggests that these 

urchins have flexible feeding strategies, which may be influenced by the availability of capelin 

resources. On spawning sites, urchins appear to prefer dead capelin over drift algae and capelin 

eggs as a food resource, likely due to the high abundance and potentially lack of palatability and 

detectability of capelin eggs. This apparent preference for dead capelin over capelin eggs 

indicates that the semelparous life history strategy of capelin may protect their eggs from 

predation by urchins, reducing the potential impact of urchins on capelin recruitment. 
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Chapter 2. Experimental determination of 15N and13C turnover and diet-tissue 

discrimination factors in gonad tissues of urchins fed an animal diet. 

 

Introduction 

 The use of stable carbon (12C and 13C) and nitrogen (14N and 15N) isotopes has become 

common in ecological studies to elucidate trophic relationships among consumers (Peterson and 

Fry 1987; Post 2002) and trace migration routes (Hobson 1999; Rubenstein and Hobson 2004). 

The ratio of heavy to light isotopes of an element varies among sources in a food web and 

isotopes are subsequently incorporated into animal tissues through consumption of food 

(Peterson and Fry 1987; Post 2002). At one particular location, stable carbon isotopes in animal 

tissues can be important in determining the source of primary production in consumer diets 

(DeNiro and Epstein 1978; Tieszen et al. 1983; Peterson 1999), whereas nitrogen stable isotope 

ratios provide information about the trophic level of consumers (DeNiro and Epstein 1981; Post 

2002; Vanderklift and Ponsard 2003). 

 A number of assumptions underlie the use of stable isotopes in ecological studies. First, 

isotopes of an element with different masses react at different rates (Peterson and Fry 1987). 

Typically, lighter isotopes react faster in biogeochemical processes (e.g. excretion), often 

resulting in enrichment of the heavier isotope in consumer tissues which needs to be accounted 

for when interpreting animal diets (Peterson and Fry 1987; Post 2002; Vanderklift and Ponsard 

2003; Caut et al. 2009). The correction for diet-tissue discrimination (enrichment) is typically 

3.4‰ and 0.4‰ for 15N and 13C, respectively (Post 2002). The amount of enrichment, 

however, can vary among species (Becker et al. 2007), tissue types (Roth and Hobson 2000; 

Hussey et al. 2010), composition of food sources (Bearhop et al. 2002; Pearson et al. 2003), and 

can also be influenced by the physiological condition of individuals and nutritional stress 
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(Hobson et al. 1993). Second, as non-inert tissues are continuously being replaced, the isotopic 

concentrations in the tissue are constantly changing, resulting in different tissues reflecting diet 

on varying temporal scales. Metabolically active tissues (e.g. liver) have rapid turnover rates and 

give information on recent diet, whereas tissues with slower turnover rates (e.g. bone) represent 

average diet over the longer-term (Tieszen et al. 1983; Hobson and Clark 1992a). Isotopic 

turnover rates in animal tissues are further influenced by body size (Thomas and Crowther 

2015), growth rate (Sakano et al. 2005), thermoregulation mode (Martinez del Rio and Carleton 

2012), and metabolism (Bearhop et al. 2002). Overall, knowledge of tissue-specific diet-tissue 

discrimination and turnover rate is crucial for interpreting diet information correctly, especially 

when trying to reconstruct consumer diets (Bond and Diamond 2011).  

 Diet-tissue discrimination factors and turnover rates of stable isotopes in animal tissues 

are most accurately determined from laboratory studies with captive animals fed a constant diet 

with known isotopic signatures (Tieszen et al. 1983; Hobson and Clark 1992b; Bearhop et al. 

2002; Sakano et al. 2005). The controlled diet and environment allow measurements of turnover 

rates and diet-tissue discrimination that can be applied to collections from natural animal 

populations to better understand trophic relationships. Indeed, captive lab studies have been 

conducted on birds (Hobson and Clark 1992a,b; Hobson et al. 1993; Bearhop et al. 2002; Cherel 

et al. 2005), mammals (Tieszen et al. 1983; Hobson et al. 1996; Roth and Hobson 2000), fish 

(Sakano et al. 2005; Suring and Wing 2009; Hussey et al. 2010), and crustaceans (Fry and 

Arnold 1982; Frazer et al. 1997; Suring and Wing 2009). Despite the wide range of species 

studied, more captive studies are needed to correctly interpret data for the huge variety of species 

to which these techniques are being applied (Gannes et al. 1997). 
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 Here, I examine the turnover rates of 15N and 13C stable isotopes in the gonad tissue of 

captive green sea urchins Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis. Green sea urchins are omnivores 

and consume a wide variety of food items including kelp, encrusting coralline algae, mussels, 

bryozoans, and dead fish (Himmelman and Steele 1971; Briscoe and Sebens 1988). By feeding 

S. droebachienesis fixed diets of fish and kelp separately, I provide insight into isotope diet-

tissue enrichment in urchin gonad tissue and the temporal scale at which diet is reflected by 

gonad tissue.       

Methods 

Urchins were collected by snorkeling in the deep intertidal zone (~2 m) from bedrock 

outcrops along the northeast Newfoundland coast. Fifty urchins were collected on July 29, 2013 

and 50 more on August 22, 2013. Each group of 50 urchins were placed in a cooler with enough 

seawater to submerge the urchins and bags of ice were placed on top of the urchins to keep them 

cool. Coolers were then shipped overnight (~24 h) to the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, 

Canada. Upon arrival, urchins were transported to the Animal Holding Facility, University of 

Manitoba and groups of urchins were placed in separate 100 L tanks with re-circulating 14°C 

artificial seawater. Photoperiod was maintained at a constant 12 h light-dark schedule for the 

duration of the experiment. During August, I collected an additional 10 urchins, along with 

potential urchin prey samples which included three species of macroalgae (Fucus sp., 

Ascophyllum sp., and Elachista sp). Urchins and prey samples were frozen until ready to be 

processed for stable isotope analysis.  

Experimental design 

 After acclimating to laboratory conditions for two days, each group of urchins were fed a 

constant diet of three rainbow smelt (Osmerus mordax) once a week from July 31, 2013 – June 
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11, 2014 for Batch 1 and from August 24, 2013 – June 11, 2014 for Batch 2. To monitor changes 

in stable isotope ratios of urchins fed a smelt diet, urchins were sampled approximately every 80 

days with sampling days counted from the first day of feeding in the lab. The 10 urchins sampled 

and frozen at the August collection (i.e. day 0) were used to determine baseline 13C and 

15Nsignatures. On each sampling day, two urchins were sampled from each batch, resulting in 

urchins in Batch 1 (July) being sampled after 88, 162, 242, and 317 feeding days and Batch 2 

(August) after 64, 138, 218, and 293 feeding days. Urchins could not be sampled more 

frequently nor in higher numbers due to limited quantities of urchins available. Muscle samples 

of 24 smelt were collected at the start of the feeding period with an additional four sampled at the 

end of the feeding period to examine variation in stable isotope ratios of smelt. When urchin 

15N stable isotope ratios appeared to level off (after ~317 days), urchins were switched to a diet 

of Laminaria fed ad libitum until all urchins collected had been sampled (June 11, 2014 – 

October 17, 2014). Sampling frequency was higher during this period, similar to Tieszen et al. 

(1983), resulting in urchin collections after 2, 5, 8, 16, 34, 69, and 128 days after the diet switch. 

According to remaining numbers of urchins in each batch, two urchins were sampled from Batch 

1 and three urchins were sampled from Batch 2 throughout this period. Urchins sampled on the 

day of the diet switch were considered baseline samples (i.e. day 0). All sampled urchins were 

frozen for later processing. Laminaria samples were collected throughout the algal diet period, 

with 5 samples collected near the start and an additional five samples at the halfway point.   

Urchins were also collected with baited lobster traps at a deep-water (~16 m) spawning 

site of capelin (Mallotus villosus) on the northeast Newfoundland coast (i.e. site 3) both before 

and after capelin spawned to monitor tissue turnover in the field (see Chapter 3). Two collections 
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occurred prior to capelin spawning (n=7 and n=10 urchins) in addition to collections at 12 and 20 

days after spawning (n=8 for both). Urchins were frozen for later processing.  

Sample processing 

 Sampled urchins were later thawed, after which I recorded total urchin mass (g) and test 

diameter (mm). Urchins were then dissected to collect a 1.5 mL sample of gonad tissue for stable 

isotope analysis. Gonad tissue was chosen as it is the largest soft tissue by volume in the urchin 

test. S. droebachiensis feeding rates are maximized during the spring and summer after spring 

spawning (Larson et al. 1980; Himmelman 1984; Siikavuopio et al. 2007), and stored nutrients in 

gonad  tissue during this period are later used for gametogenesis in the autumn and winter 

(Walker et al. 2005) when feeding rates decrease (Klinger et al. 1997; Scheibling and Hatcher 

2013). Muscle samples from smelt were collected by peeling back the skin and cutting a 1 x 3 

cm sample from the dorsal musculature just posterior to the head. Gonad and muscle samples 

were frozen until sample processing. 

Gonad and fish muscle samples were freeze-dried for 48 hours, ground with a mortar and 

pestle, rolled into glass micro-fiber filter paper, and placed in cellulose thimbles. Thimbles were 

placed in a soxhlet apparatus with petroleum ether solvent for a minimum of 8 hours to remove 

lipids. Urchin gonads are lipid rich (Takagi et al. 1980) so lipids were removed to prevent bias in 

13C values (Rau et al. 1992; Bodin et al. 2007). Lipids were removed from fish samples to be 

consistent with urchin samples. Samples were dried in a 60⁰C oven for 48 hours and then 

homogenized, weighed and placed in tin capsules. Algal samples were washed with fresh water 

to remove debris and bryozoan colonies and dried at 60ºC. Gonad and muscle samples were 

weighed to 0.400-0.600 mg and algal samples to between 3.500-4.500 mg. Samples were 

shipped to the Department of Earth and Environment Sciences, University of Windsor and 
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processed with an Elemental Analyzer (Costech 4010) – Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer 

(Thermo Delta V) (EA-IRMS) to determine 13C and 15N stable isotope ratios. Stable isotope 

ratios are represented in notation: = (Rsample/Rstandard – 1)*1000 where R is the ratio of heavy 

to light isotopes (13C/12C or 15N/14N) in the sample tissue and in standard reference material 

(PeeDee Belemnite for carbon and atmospheric N2 for nitrogen).  

Results 

 Urchins collected on August 22, 2013 had diets likely composed primarily of macroalgae, 

with Fucus sp. being the dominant prey source in the collection area (Fig. 2.1). Stable isotope 

ratios of potential macroalgal prey (i.e. baseline diet) were dramatically different than smelt (Fig. 

2.1). Smelt values were consistent in 13C throughout the feeding experiment (October: mean ± 

SD, -23.6 ± 0.31‰, n=24; June -23.5 ± 0.21‰, n=4) but 15N was higher near the end of the 

sampling period (October: 14.6 ± 0.62‰, n=24; June: 15.6 ± 0.49‰, n=4). When urchins were 

switched to a Laminaria diet, there was no trend in 13C or 15N towards signatures of 

Laminaria, likely due to urchins being infected by a pathogenic amoeba (Paramoeba invadens) 

that results in mass mortalities of urchins (Scheibling and Hatcher 2013). Due to infection likely 

confounding experimental urchins, results of urchins fed Laminaria are not reported. 

Both batches of urchins fed smelt incorporated it into their gonad tissues (Fig. 2.2). Separate 

turnover curves were created for Batch 1 and Batch 2 as Batch 1 urchins were smaller than those 

in Batch 2 (Table 2.1). Similar to previous studies assessing isotopic turnover in animal tissues 

(Tieszen et al. 1983; Hobson and Clark 1992a; Bearhop et al. 2002), I used an exponential 

equation (y = a + be-ct) to describe the observed change in 15N, where y is the 15N, a is the  
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Figure 2.1. Mean ± SD 15N and 13C of experimental urchins collected on August 22, 2013 (i.e. 

baseline urchins), along with potential prey sources in the field (Fucus sp., Elachista sp., 

Ascophyllum sp., capelin) and in the lab (rainbow smelt). Wild urchin collections at capelin 

spawning sites prior to capelin spawning (pre) and 12 and 20 days after spawning are also 

presented. All urchin isotope values are not corrected for diet-tissue discrimination. 

 

asymptotic 15N, b is change in 15N from initial to asymptotic value, c is the turnover rate 

derived from the model, and t is the number of feeding days. Derived exponential equations 

provided a good fit for Batch 1 and Batch 2 with R2 values of 0.997 and 0.988, respectively (Fig. 

2.2a, b). Turnover rates for 15N were slow, with complete turnover (i.e. observed 15N reached 

the estimated asymptote) occurring for urchins in Batch 1 after 317 days of feeding. The 

observed 15N did not reach the asymptote for urchins in Batch 2. Half-lives of 15N in urchin 

gonad tissue were calculated using the formula ln(0.5)/c (Tieszen et al. 1983; Hobson and Clark 

1992a), yielding half-lives of 42.95 and 61.49 days for Batch 1 and 2, respectively. The  
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Figure 2.2. Mean 15N and 13C ratios and exponential curves for smelt-fed urchins collected on 

July 29, 2013 (Batch 1; a and c) and August 22, 2013 (Batch 2; b and d). Day represents the 

number of days being fed a constant diet of rainbow smelt (represented as t in equations). Best-

fit curve could not be determined for Batch 1 13C.  
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Table 2.1. Mean ± SE mass and test diameter of urchins fed rainbow smelt. Batch 1 urchins were 

collected on July 29, 2013 and Batch 2 on August 22, 2013. Day represents the number of 

feeding days since the day urchins were collected. Two urchins were sampled on each day, 

except on day 293 (* indicates only one urchin was sampled). 

Day Batch Mass (g) Diameter (mm) 

64 2 52.7 ± 2.6 5.4 ± 0.1 

88 1 34.2 ± 1.5 4.9 ± 0.1 

138 2 53.8 ± 7.3 5.2 ± 0.2 

162 1 35.5 ± 9.6 4.8 ± 0.4 

218 2 49.7 ± 0.0 5.7 ± 0.2 

242 1 54.6 ± 15.6 5.5 ± 0.6 

293 2 38.4* 4.5* 

317 1 30.7 ± 3.7 4.2 ± 0.3 

 

relationship between 13C and sampling day could not be determined for Batch 1 due to the 88 

day gap between the initial field sample and first experimental sample (Fig. 2.2c), but showed a 

linear relationship for Batch 2 with R2
adj of 0.836 (Fig. 2.2d).  

Diet-tissue discrimination factors for 15N were estimated using the derived equations. 

For 15N, the curve asymptotes at 12.95‰ for Batch 1 and 12.68‰ for Batch 2 (Fig. 2.2a, b), a 

difference of -1.81 and -2.06‰, respectively from the mean 15N for smelt (14.74‰; Fig. 

2.1For 13C, diet-tissue discrimination factors could not be estimated from the linear curve for 

Batch 2 urchins, but instead were visually estimated using the relatively stable 13C for urchins 
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in Batch 1 after 88 days of feeding (Fig. 2.2c). A mean 13C of -20.5‰ on day 317, resulted in a 

difference of 3.09‰ from the mean 13C of smelt (-23.59‰; Fig. 2.1).  

Urchins collected in the field also showed evidence of gonad tissue turnover and 

incorporation of capelin into gonad tissue. Collections made 12 and 20 days after capelin became 

available (i.e. post-spawning) showed a 1.65 and 2.43‰ increase in 15N, respectively, and a 

0.12 and 0.51‰ decrease in 13C (Fig. 2.1). Using turnover equations and predicted 15N derived 

from the present lab study, urchins feeding only on capelin for 12 and 20 days should have 

experienced increases in 15N of only 0.44 and 0.68‰ (Batch 1 values) or 0.27 and 0.44‰ 

(Batch 2 values), respectively. In addition, the observed 15N of urchins collected in the field 20 

days post-spawning (10.47‰; Fig. 2.1) was higher than the predicted asymptotes of urchins 

feeding solely on capelin (10.41 and 10.16‰) based on 15N derived from Batch 1 and 2, 

respectively.  

Discussion 

 This study indicates that green sea urchins incorporate diet signatures from animal prey 

into their gonad tissues, although final 15N values for urchins were more depleted than that of 

their diet. Exponential equations similar to previous studies on a variety of taxa (Tieszen et al. 

1983; Hobson and Clark 1992a; Bearhop et al. 2002) were a good fit for 15N but not for 13C. 

Urchin size impacted the rate of 15N incorporation into gonad tissue, with smaller urchins 

having faster turnover rates (Batch 1: t½=42.95 days) than larger urchins (Batch 2: t½=61.49 

days). The diet-tissue discrimination factors estimated from turnover equations for 15N (-1.81 

and -2.06‰) were considerably lower than the standard value (3.4‰) in the literature (Post 

2002). While I could not reliably estimate diet-tissue discrimination for 13C, the estimated value 

of 3.09‰ is higher than commonly used values (0.4‰; Post 2002). Observed turnover for 
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urchins collected from a natural setting appear to be faster than those observed in the lab, 

illustrating that captive lab studies, while useful, may not be reliable indications of natural 

processes.  

 Diet-tissue discrimination factors are crucial for estimating accurate proportions of prey 

types in consumer diets (Bond and Diamond 2011). Standard literature values of 3.4 and 0.4‰ 

for 15N and 13C, respectively (Post 2002) are widely accepted but are recognized not to be 

appropriate for all taxa and tissue types. For example, Becker et al. (2007) compared diet-tissue 

discrimination among experimental studies for seabird feathers and found values ranging from 

2.7-5.3‰ for nitrogen and 0.2-5.3‰ for carbon. Similarly, diet-tissue discrimination can differ 

among tissues within a species (Hobson et al. 1996; Roth and Hobson 2000). Caut et al. (2009) 

developed equations to estimate diet-tissue discrimination values for different prey types based 

on the isotopic signatures of prey. Although this method introduces some bias (Auerswald et al. 

2010), resulting estimates for invertebrates generate an estimated 15N for smelt of -0.52‰, 

which is close to our estimated values (-1.81 and -2.06‰), and an estimated 15N for capelin of 

0.26‰, which again provides a good fit for sea urchins collected in the field (see Chapter 3). 

Therefore, while caution must be used when employing the diet-tissue discrimination factors 

derived from these equations, it is likely that the isotopic values of the prey have an influence on 

diet-tissue discrimination values. 

The turnover models for smelt-fed urchins in the lab generated in this study did not match 

urchins feeding on a similar fish species (capelin) in the field. Indeed, when applied to wild 

urchins, turnover rates underestimated the observed change in 15N by 1.21-1.38‰ after 12 days 

and 1.75-1.99‰ after 20 days. The more rapid turnover in gonad tissue of wild relative to lab 

urchins may be explained in a number of ways. First, Nagy (1987) showed that metabolic rates in 
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animals are higher in natural settings than in the lab, but noted that this effect is mostly for 

endotherms. Second, this disparity in apparent turnover rates between lab and wild urchins may 

be due to the amount of food available. Urchins in the lab were fed once a week, whereas urchins 

collected from capelin spawning sites have access to an abundance of dead capelin and capelin 

eggs and, thus, potentially higher feeding rates in the wild could possibly contribute to the faster 

isotopic turnover. Third, urchins were not sampled early (i.e. first month) in the feeding 

experiment, which is when the most rapid change in tissue stable isotope signatures occurs 

(Tieszen et al. 1983). Therefore, sampling during this period may have resulted in estimation of 

more rapid turnover rates (i.e. steep initial curves in Fig. 2.2a, b) that more closely matched those 

observed in the field.  

The timing of the lab experiment (fall-winter) relative to wild urchin collections 

(summer) also may have contributed to slower turnover rates in the lab. Urchins typically release 

their gametes in the spring, after which feeding rates and growth of somatic and gonad tissues 

are highest (Larson et al. 1980; Himmelman 1984; Siikavuopio et al. 2007). During the summer, 

nutrients are stored in gonad tissue of sea urchins (Walker et al. 2005) and the amount of energy 

stored is related to the amount of food available (Garrido and Barber 2001). In the fall and 

winter, feeding rates decline (Larson et al. 1980; Klinger et al. 1997) and nutrient stores in gonad 

tissue are used for gametogenesis (Scheibling and Hatcher 2013). Therefore, higher feeding rates 

of wild urchins during the summer relative to lower feeding rates of lab urchins during the fall 

and winter may explain divergent turnover rates in gonad tissue. In support, urchins in Batch 1 

began feeding on smelt in August when feeding rates would still be high, possibly contributing to 

the faster observed turnover in Batch 1 relative to Batch 2. Overall, the more rapid incorporation 

of a fish diet into gonad tissue of wild relative to lab urchins makes it is difficult to assess the 
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time period reflected by gonad tissue. Based on the reproductive biology of sea urchins, 

however, it is likely that gonad tissue reflects diet consumed primarily in the spring and summer 

when urchins are actively storing nutrients in gonad tissue, but may also be influenced by winter 

diet.  

 Although the specific temporal scale that urchin gonad tissue reflects diet remains 

uncertain, my findings indicate that urchin gonad tissue can be used to reflect dietary 

information. Future studies should examine turnover in gonad tissue during different time 

periods (e.g. immediately after spawning relative to during the winter) to examine how varying 

feeding rates and reproductive states influence turnover in reproductive tissue. In addition, the 

turnover rate in other tissues, such as muscle, should be examined to strengthen results from 

previous studies using urchin muscle as a representative tissue (e.g. Vanderklift et al. 2006; 

Kelly et al. 2012). Tissues that can be sampled non-lethally also warrant investigation (e.g. tube 

feet) as monitoring the same individuals over time strengthens the interpretation of turnover, 

rather than using population averages. Lastly, due to the wide diet breadth of urchins, 

investigation into the diet-tissue discrimination factors on different diets will be critical to 

determine the validity of using mixing models to assess urchin diet in the future.   
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Chapter 3. Diets of green sea urchins (Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis) on the northeast 

Newfoundland coast: the influence of spawning capelin (Mallotus villosus). 

 

Introduction 

 Pulse resources are defined as rapid, infrequent, and large magnitude events that result in 

an increase in ecosystem productivity (Ostfeld and Keesing 2000). These events can vary in 

frequency and duration, which, in turn, affects the magnitude of consumer response (Yang et al. 

2010). Organisms use resource pulses for important life processes such as foraging (Taylor 2007; 

Reimchen 2000; Gende and Sigler 2006) and reproduction (Cederholm et al. 1999; Davoren and 

Montevecchi 2003; Eide et al. 2012) resulting in both bottom up and top down influences on 

population sizes (Nowlin et al. 2008).   

 In the northwest Atlantic, spawning capelin (Mallotus villosus) act as a pulse resource 

and bring numerous predator species into the region (Davoren 2013). Capelin is a cold-adapted 

forage fish common to waters in the circumpolar Arctic and sub-Arctic (Carscadden and 

Vilhjalmsson 2002). Capelin migrate from wintering areas off the continental shelf to inshore 

waters during the summer to spawn (Carscadden and Nakashima 1997). In coastal 

Newfoundland, capelin spawn at predictable beach and deep-water (<50m) sites (Davoren et al. 

2008) and leave an abundance of adherent eggs covering the substrate at these sites. Capelin, 

especially males, experience high mortality after spawning (Burton and Flynn 1998) such that 

spawning sites are often littered with dead fish. This reproductive strategy of capelin provides a 

pulse resource of three potentially important food sources: spawning capelin, capelin eggs, and 

dead capelin detritus. The high biomass of spawning fish is important in the diets of breeding 

seabirds (e.g., common murres Uria aalge,  northern gannets Morus bassanus; Davoren and 

Montevecchi 2003; Davoren 2007; Burke and Montevecchi 2009), and also attracts high 
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abundances of non-breeders such as great and sooty shearwaters (Puffinus gravis and P. griseus) 

and baleen whales (Davoren 2013). Similarly, capelin eggs are important for annual growth of 

winter flounder (Pseudopleumnectes americanus; Franks and Leggett, 1984) and the biomass of 

capelin eggs has been linked to amphipod Calliopius laeviusculus biomass in the fall (Deblois 

and Leggett 1993). The importance of capelin carcasses in diets of benthic consumers has not 

been examined; however, dead fish detritus attracts scavenging species in other regions 

(Himmelman and Steele 1971; Bergman et al. 2002). In addition, carcasses of post-spawning 

salmon are annually important in diets of numerous aquatic and terrestrial consumers 

(Cederholm et al. 1999; Reimchen 2000; Gende et al. 2004) suggesting capelin carcasses may be 

similarly important for benthic scavengers at spawning sites. 

 Green sea urchins (Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis) are common in inter- and sub-

tidal zones throughout their broad Arctic-Boreal distribution (Scheibling and Hatcher 2013). 

Green urchins are voracious herbivores and are the cause of ecosystem phase-shifts from lush 

kelp beds to barren habitat devoid of all macroalgae (Chapman and Johnson 1990; Lauzon-Guay 

and Scheibling 2007). Despite its reputation as an herbivore, S. droebachiensis is omnivorous 

and consumes a wide variety of animal material in addition to algae (Himmelman and Steele 

1971; Bricoe and Sebens 1988; Dumont et al. 2008; Daggett et al. 2010). Numerous studies have 

indicated that S. droebachiensis shows a preference for particular prey items (Vadas 1977; 

Larson et al. 1980; Himmelman 1984; Wessels et al. 2006), particularly kelp in the genus 

Laminaria in most regions, but urchins can survive on alternative diets when preferred food is 

absent (Briscoe and Sebens 1988). In fact, gonad growth is highest on mixed diets of both algae 

and animal protein (Briscoe and Sebens 1988; Meidel and Scheibling 1999). Feeding rates of S. 

droebachiensis are highest during the summer and are tightly coupled with the reproductive 
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cycle (Larson et al. 1980; Himmelman 1984; Siikavuopio et al. 2007). Spawning occurs in the 

spring, with the most rapid gonad growth and feeding occurring after spawning throughout the 

summer (Scheibling and Hatcher 2013).  

 My objective was to investigate if the annual nutrient pulse of spawning capelin during 

the summer influences the diet of green sea urchins on the northeast Newfoundland coast. I 

hypothesized that urchins with access to capelin will use this resource when it is available during 

the summer (H1). Using stable isotope ratios as a proxy of diet, I predicted that 13C and 15 in 

gonad tissue of urchins collected on capelin spawning sites (‘on-site’) would shift to become 

more similar to capelin when capelin became available during and after spawning. I did not 

predict any change in urchins collected off spawning sites (‘off-site’) as they do not have access 

to capelin resources. I also hypothesized that access to capelin would influence urchin diet 

breadth (H2). Specifically, I predicted diet breadth would be narrower for urchins collected on-

site relative to off-site, reflecting higher availability of different prey types off-site, and further 

that on-site diet breadth would contract after capelin spawning, reflecting reliance on capelin 

resources. My second objective was to determine if urchins show a dietary preference for capelin 

eggs or for dead capelin. I hypothesized that urchins preferentially consume dead capelin over 

capelin eggs (H3), based on observations of urchins clumping on dead capelin in the presence of 

abundant capelin eggs, as well as a higher likelihood of encountering high urchin densities when 

dead capelin are present (see Chapter 1). I predicted urchins would consume more capelin 

muscle than capelin eggs when provided both food sources simultaneously. Overall, these results 

will determine whether capelin resources are important in the diets of green sea urchins during 

the summer months and if urchins have the potential to impact capelin recruitment through egg 

predation.  
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Methods 

Study area 

 The study area encompassed four persistently used deep-water spawning sites of capelin 

along the northeast Newfoundland coast (Fig. 3.1). Spawning sites are characterized as 2-10 m 

depressions in the seafloor with sand/gravel bottom substrate, surrounded by bedrock cliffs 

(Penton and Davoren 2012). The study area is used by spawning capelin annually (Penton and 

Davoren 2012) but site use varies among years. In 2014, capelin began spawning at site 3 (Fig. 

3.1) on July 16 and did not spawn at any other site. In contrast, spawning occurred at sites 1 and 

2 in 2013 but not at site 3 (Fig. 3.1). 

Sample collection 

 Urchins were collected using wooden lobster traps, baited with salted herring, and 

deployed from a 5 m speedboat approximately every two days from July 4 – August 7, 2014. 

Lobster traps were deployed at sites 1 and 3 (Fig. 3.1) with two deployments at each site: one 

directly on the spawning sediment (‘on-site’) and one off the spawning site on the surrounding 

bedrock (‘off-site’). On-site locations were determined using GPS coordinates of the known 

spawning site and visually confirmed by observing the bottom topography on an echosounder. 

Off-site areas were similarly found where the flat bottom of the spawning site rose several 

meters indicative of bedrock cliffs surrounding the site (Penton and Davoren 2012). Samples 

were further divided based on the timing of capelin spawning as collected prior to spawning 

(‘pre-spawning’) or after spawning (‘post-spawning’). Rope and buoys were attached to each 

lobster trap and GPS coordinates of deployment were recorded for easy retrieval. After the first 

deployment, the same approximate locations were used for the remaining deployments. Lobster 

traps were left out for ~ two days (mean soak time ± SE: 55.9 ± 1.7 hrs; range: 40.5-77.0  
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Figure 3.1. Location of the study area (white box) on the northeast Newfoundland coast (top) 

and deep water spawning sites () concentrated around Gull Island (1 and 2) and Turr Island (3; 

bottom). Shading represents depth contours. 
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hr per deployment), after which traps were pulled up and all organisms were identified to species 

and counted. A maximum of 10 urchins were collected per trap per deployment with the rest of 

the catch being released. When >10 urchins were caught, the largest 10 were collected to ensure 

enough gonad tissue would be available to sample for dietary analysis using stable isotopes (see 

below). Collected urchins were placed in a cooler with ambient seawater and then placed in a 

labelled bag and frozen upon return to shore.  

Urchins were later thawed and dissected to collect gonad tissue for stable isotope 

analysis. Gonad tissue was chosen because it is important for nutrient storage in S. 

droebachiensis (Walker et al. 2005) and grows rapidly during the summer months (Scheibling 

and Hatcher 2013) and, thus, coincides with the capelin spawning season. Before dissection, the 

mass (g) and diameter (mm) of each urchin was measured. Urchins were then dissected and the 

wet weight (g) of gonad was determined before collecting a 1.5 mL sample of gonad tissue. 

Gonad index was calculated for each urchin as percent total mass made up of gonad tissue. 

 To aid interpretation of stable isotope signatures of urchin gonads, potential prey items 

were collected for stable isotope analysis. Capelin were collected from deep water spawning sites 

using a purse-seine aboard a 13 m commercial fishing vessel (see Davoren 2012 for details). 

Capelin egg samples were collected using a 0.3 m2 Ponar bottom grab system aboard the fishing 

vessel (see Davoren 2013 for details). Samples of herring used to bait the lobster traps were also 

taken. All other prey sources were collected opportunistically when caught in bottom grabs or 

seine sets. Capelin and herring muscle samples were cut from the anterior dorsal musculature 

just posterior to the head. The skin was peeled away and a one by three cm muscle plug was 

removed. Urchin gonad, capelin muscle, and egg samples were all placed in 2 mL micro-

centrifuge capsules and stored frozen until ready for analysis. Algal prey samples collected were 
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stored in ZipLoc bags and frozen along with all other samples until stable isotope sample 

preparation. Overall, prey items sampled included capelin muscle tissue (n=10 individuals), 

herring muscle tissue (n=3), capelin eggs (n=7 samples; ~100 eggs per sample), brown algae 

(Laminaria sp. n=10; Agarum sp. n=5), and red algae (n=3).  

Stable isotope analysis 

To begin preparation, gonad, fish muscle, and egg samples were freeze dried for a 

minimum of 48 hours. Freeze dried samples were then powdered with a mortar and pestle, rolled 

into glass microfiber filter paper, and inserted into cellulose thimbles. The thimbles were placed 

in a Soxhlet apparatus with petroleum ether solvent for a minimum of eight hours to remove 

lipids. Urchin gonad tissues (Takagi et al. 1980) and fish eggs (Sewell 2005) are both lipid-rich, 

requiring lipids to be removed before stable isotope analysis as lipid-rich tissues tend to have 

depleted 13C (Rau et al. 1992; Bodin et al. 2007). Lipids were extracted from fish muscle tissue 

for consistency with urchin samples. Following lipid extraction, samples were dried in an oven at 

60⁰C for a minimum of 48 hours before weighing. Algal sample preparation began at oven 

drying after being washed in fresh water to remove debris. After drying, samples were 

homogenized and weighed in tin capsules (0.400-0.600 mg for urchin and fish; 4.0-4.5 mg for 

algae). Tin capsules containing weighed samples were crumpled into balls using forceps and 

placed into a plastic tray with labelled wells. Finished trays were shipped to the Department of 

Earth and Environment Sciences, University of Windsor and processed with an Elemental 

Analyzer (Costech 4010) – Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer (Thermo Delta V) (EA-IRMS).  

Isotope ratios are expressed in delta notation ( = (Rsample/Rstandard – 1) *1000) calculated as the 

ratio of heavy to light isotopes (R=13C/12C and 15N/14N) compared against standard reference 

material (Pee Dee Belemnite fossil for C and atmospheric N2 for N). 
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Preference experiment design 

Because capelin eggs and dead capelin were not found to differ in carbon and nitrogen 

isotope ratios (Fig. 3.2), feeding preference experiments were required to determine if urchins 

preferentially consume dead capelin or capelin eggs. Two types of experiments were performed: 

(1) choice experiments, where urchins were presented with capelin muscle, capelin eggs, and 

Laminaria sp. simultaneously and (2) no-choice experiments, where urchins were presented with 

each prey type individually.  

Urchins were collected by hand from the shallow intertidal zone in the morning and 

transferred to site 3 within a few hours. The diameter of each urchin was measured using calipers 

before being placed in plastic 946 mL ZipLoc containers. Each container had 25 cm2 windows 

cut on two opposing sides and covered in 250 µm mesh to allow water flow. Before being used 

in a trial, urchins were starved in experimental containers for 48 hours to control for satiation 

level. Experimental containers were attached to a commercial crab pot and lowered to the 

seafloor at site 3 (16 m) for starvation. Containers were given unique ID numbers to keep track 

of individual urchins. Prey samples were blotted dry with paper towel for two minutes before 

pre-weighing to mean ± SE 1.85 ± 0.01 g for capelin muscle, 1.84 ± 0.01 g for Laminaria, and 

3.30 ± 0.10 g for capelin eggs. Capelin egg samples were heavier as they could not be separated 

from the tiny pebbles they adhered to. The mass of capelin muscle and Laminaria were chosen 

based on the amount consumed in a lab-based pilot study.  

To begin a trial, starving urchins were retrieved from the crab pot and removed from the 

experimental chamber. Containers were rinsed to clean out any feces before returning urchins to 

the containers. Pre-weighed prey samples were then added to experimental and control 

containers and the crab pot was lowered to the seafloor. A total of 12 trials were conducted  
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Figure 3.2. Isospace plots for urchins collected at a) site 1 and b) site 3 with mean ± SD values 

of potential prey sources. On and off labels represent urchins collected on- and off- spawning 

sites, respectively. Collections made prior to capelin spawning are labelled ‘pre’ with those 

collected after spawning as ‘post’. Prey values were corrected for trophic discrimination using 

the equations in Caut et al. (2009). Discrimination values used for 13C and15N, respectively 

were 0.59 and 1.930/00 for Agarum, 0.37 and 0.260/00 for capelin, 0.39 and 0.500/00 for capelin 

eggs, and -0.03 and 2.180/00 for Laminaria. 

a) 

b) 
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simultaneously along with four control containers (prey items only), each paired with a set of 

three experimental containers (Fig. 3.3). Feeding trials ran for 47.5 ± 2.0 hours before the crab 

pot was retrieved and the urchins removed. Prey samples were blotted dry, again for two 

minutes, and re-weighed to determine the mass of each consumed by the urchin (mass pre-trial - 

mass post-trial). For all treatments, the mass of prey consumed was corrected for autogenic mass 

change by subtracting the difference in prey weight in the control (mass pre-trial - mass post-

trial) from the corresponding prey type in the treatment (Prince et al. 2004). The corrected mass 

consumed was standardized as mass consumed per gram of urchin to control for any urchin size 

effects on consumption. As only diameter was measured, the mass of each urchin was calculated 

using the equation: Mass = 0.0013*(Diameter)2.6957 which was derived from the measurements of 

urchins collected in the lobster traps.  

Data Analysis  

 Catch per unit effort (CPUE) was calculated as the number of urchins caught per 24 

hours of soak time and compared for all four collection sites. The variance in catch per unit effort 

values was uneven so CPUE was analyzed using a Kruskal-Wallis test with post-hoc pairwise 

comparisons. The mean size of urchins collected in lobster traps was compared among sites 

using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Similarly, differences in gonad index among 

sites were evaluated using a one-way ANOVA and a log transformation to normalize data and 

eliminate herteroscedasticity.  

The 13C and 15N stable isotope ratios of urchin gonad samples were analyzed to 

determine if urchin diets differed between locations (i.e. on- versus off-site urchins) or periods 

(i.e. before versus after capelin spawning; H1) and if diet breadth differed between locations or 

periods (H2). Urchins collected from site 1 and site 3 were analyzed separately, owing to  
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Figure 3.3. Schematic of the experimental setup for field preference experiments. Tc represents 

choice treatments, Tn represents no-choice treatments, and C represents controls. 

variable site use by spawning capelin (i.e. capelin spawned at site 3 only in 2014 and at site 1 

only in 2013). Diet differences (H1) were analyzed using multivariate analysis of variance 

(MANOVA) with 13C and 15N as response variables and location and period as predictor 

variables as well as the interaction between the two. To determine which factor levels were 

driving any apparent shift in diet, univariate ANOVAs were performed for 13C and 15N 

separately with post-hoc Tukey Kramer HSD tests. A sequential Bonferroni correction was 

applied to univariate tests to avoid inflating the probability of type I error. Stable isotope ratios 

of collected prey items were used to interpret any observed diet shift. Diet breadth was analyzed 

using Stable Isotope Bayesian Ellipses in R (SIBER; Jackson et al. 2011) in the package SIAR 

(Parnell et al. 2010) in R statistical programming software with 10000 standard ellipse area 
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estimates used to test pairwise differences between locations and periods (see Jackson et al 2011 

for details).  

Preference experiments were used to determine if urchins showed a dietary preference for 

capelin eggs or dead capelin (H3). Choice experiments violate the assumption of independent 

observations as the mass of one prey source consumed may influence the mass of the other prey 

sources consumed (Hay et al. 1988). For this reason, choice experiments were analyzed using a 

one-sample Hotelling’s T2 test to determine which prey source was preferred (Roa 1992; Manly 

1993; Prince et al. 2004). Having only one choice treatment, I tested if the mean consumption of 

the three prey sources were equal because the expected consumption for each species was 

unknown (Manly 1993). I tested the hypothesis that the difference in the mean mass consumed 

between capelin eggs and capelin muscle, and the difference between capelin muscle and 

Laminaria will be different from zero. 

Ho:   capelin - Laminaria        =      

                    capelin - eggs     

 

No-choice experiments were analyzed using a one-way ANOVA with a post-hoc Tukey HSD 

test to examine pairwise differences in prey mass consumed. The number of eggs consumed in 

no-choice treatments was determined by dividing the mass of eggs consumed by the mean mass 

of one capelin egg, determined by weighing 100 capelin eggs separated from the substrate and 

dividing by 100. This estimate was compared against mean egg densities at deep water spawning 

sites to determine the potential impact of egg predation by urchins.   

Results 

 Throughout summer 2014, 51 lobster trap deployments captured 786 urchins, comprising 

80.2% of all organisms captured. The seastar Asterias rubens was the next most frequently 

0 

0 
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caught species, making up 11.7% of total catch. Other species caught included waved whelks 

(Buccinum undatum), toad crabs (Hyas araneus), rock crabs (Cancer irroratus), hermit crabs 

(Pagarus sp.), lumpfish (Cyclopterus lumpus), ocean pout (Zoarces americanus), sculpin 

(Myoxocephalus sp.), rock gunnel (Pholis gunnellus), and brittle stars (Ophiopholis aculeata). 

CPUE (number of urchins/24 hour soak time) differed among collection sites (2
3=15.290, 

p=0.0016) and was higher off-site relative to on-site at site 1 but not at site 3 (Table 3.1). Of the 

786 urchins captured, 138 were collected and dissected to obtain gonad samples (Table 3.1). 

Urchin diameter (F3,153=50.92, p<0.0001) and log gonad index (F3,152=54.40, p<0.0001) both 

differed among collection sites and were higher for urchins collected on-site than off-site (Table 

3.1). Preliminary data exploration revealed no differences in CPUE, diameter, or gonad index  

between periods. Five urchins collected at site 1 released gametes during transfer to the freezer, 

which may have resulted in lower gonad index values. 

At site 1, stable isotope signatures of urchins differed significantly between locations 

(MANOVA: F1,61=77.295, p<0.0001) and periods (F1,61=3.677, p=0.0312) with a significant 

interaction between location and period (F1,61=3.964, p=0.0242). When 13C and 15N were 

analyzed separately, 13C differed between on- and off-site urchins (ANOVA: F1,61=62.68, 

p<0.0001) but not between periods (F1,61=1.45, p=0.2328; Fig. 3.4a). Significant differences in 

15N were observed between locations (F1,61=148.34, p<0.0001) and periods (F=1,61=7.48, 

p=0.0082; Fig. 3.4a). The interaction between location and period was significant for 13C 

(F1,61=7.52, p=0.0080) but not for 15N (F1,61=3.39, p=0.0704) and pairwise comparisons 

revealed that differences between periods at site 1 were only found off-site, with both 13C and 

15N increasing post-spawning (Fig 3.4a). At site 3, stable isotope ratios again differed between 

both on- and off-site urchins (F1,70=20.260, p<0.0001) and pre- and post-spawning periods  
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Table 3.1. Mean ± SE catch per unit effort (CPUE), mass, diameter, and gonad index (GI; range 

in brackets) for urchins collected on and off capelin spawning sites in summer 2014. Sample 

sizes are given for pre- and post-spawning collections. Samples collected prior to capelin 

spawning (July 16, 2014) were considered pre-spawning collections and all collections after July 

16, 2014 were considered post-spawning collections. *Samples collected on July 19, 2014 still 

considered pre-spawning as capelin did not spawn at site 1. 

Location N  

Pre 

N 

Post 

CPUE 

(no./day) 

Mass (g) Diameter (mm) GI (%) 

Site 1 Off 20* 18 24.10 ± 6.89 26.54 ± 1.82 39.12 ± 0.98 1.63 ± 0.16  

(0.38-5.63) 

 On 10 17 2.58 ± 1.40 55.77 ± 2.68 51.65 ± 1.10 8.07 ± 0.70  

(1.84-18.66) 

Site 3 Off 29 9 5.60 ± 2.07 49.48 ± 2.94 50.87 ± 1.04 2.69 ± 0.24  

(0.42-5.67) 

 On 18 17 1.99 ± 0.92 65.48 ± 3.18 55.28 ± 1.10 4.34 ± 0.44  

(1.77-14.61) 

 

(F1,70=70.596, p<0.0001) with a significant interaction between them (F1,70=5.998, p=0.0040; 

Fig. 3.4b). When 13C and 15N were analyzed separately, locations (13C: F1,70=15.32, 

p=0.0002; 15N: F1,70=21.43, p<0.0001) and periods (13C: F1,70=22.07, p<0.0001; 15N: 

F1,70=131.05, p<0.0001) differed (Fig. 3.4b). The interaction between location and period was 

only significant for 13C (F1,70=12.063, p=0.0009) and not for 15N (F1,70=0.0021; p=0.9636).  
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Figure 3.4. Mean ± SE 13C and 15N values in urchin gonad tissue collected from a) site 1 and 

b) site 3 in 2014. ‘On’ and ‘Off’ refer to urchins collected on capelin spawning sites and off 

spawning sites respectively. ‘Pre’ and ‘Post’ represent collections made prior to capelin 

spawning (July 16, 2014) and post capelin spawning respectively. Significant pairwise 

differences do not share the same letter (Tukey HSD test).  

Both on- and off-site urchins showed a 2‰ increase in 15N post-spawning but only off-site 

urchins decreased in 13C during post-spawning (Fig 3.4b).  

Diet breadth differed between on- and off-site urchins at site 1. On-site urchins had 

narrower diet breadth than those urchins collected off-site (Fig 3.5a and b), but no difference was 

observed between pre- and post-spawning periods. At site 3 no differences in diet breadth were 

observed between locations nor between collection periods (Fig 3.5c and d).  
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Figure 3.5. Standard ellipses (top) and standard ellipse area estimates (bottom) for sites 1 (a and 

c, respectively) and 3 (b and d, respectively). In b and d, the black dots represent the mode and 

shaded boxes represent 50, 75, and 95% credibility intervals (dark to light grey) for 10000 

estimates of standard ellipse area (see Jackson et al. 2011 for details). Boxplots with the letter a 

had standard ellipse areas > boxplots labelled b in 95% of the 10000 iterations.  
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Isotopic values of urchins collected on-site at site 1 and post-spawning at site 3 both on 

and off-site were more similar to isotopic signatures of capelin and capelin eggs, indicating   

urchins were consuming capelin resources (Fig. 3.2a and b). Urchins showed a significant dietary 

preference in the 12 choice experiment trials (T2=19.472, F2,10=8.851, p=0.0061), with more 

capelin muscle consumed per gram of urchin than the other two prey sources in experimental  

trials (Fig. 3.6a). Simultaneous confidence intervals (Roa 1992) indicated no significant 

difference in consumption between capelin muscle and Laminaria (-0.004, 0.041) but did show a 

significant difference in consumption of capelin muscle and capelin eggs (0.004, 0.038). When 

provided each prey source individually, urchins again showed a preference (F2,31=11.18, 

p=0.0002), with urchins consuming significantly more capelin muscle than both Laminaria and 

capelin eggs, but no difference in consumption between capelin eggs and Laminaria (Fig.3.6b). 

Discussion 

 Urchins were collected at all four sites with higher catch per unit effort (urchin/day) off 

spawning sites, which may reflect higher urchin densities on bedrock substrates off-sites relative 

to sandy substrates on spawning sites, as found in the study area (see Chapter 1) and elsewhere 

(urchin barrens: 71 urchins/m2; Meidel and Scheibling 2001; sand: 2 urchins/m2; Filbee-Dexter 

and Scheibling 2012). Urchin diets differed between periods and locations, but trends varied 

between spawning sites. Although capelin did not spawn at site 1 in 2014, 15N ratios in urchin 

gonad tissue were higher and isotopic signatures were more similar to capelin on the spawning 

site than those off-site during both collection periods. Urchins on the spawning site also had a 

narrower diet breadth and higher gonad indices than off-site urchins. Conversely at site 3, 15N 

ratios in urchin gonad tissue increased after capelin spawning both on- and off-site, becoming 

more isotopically similar to capelin. Although off-site urchins also showed a decrease in 13C  
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Figure 3.6. Mean ± SE mass of each prey source consumed per gram of urchin in a) choice and 

b) no-choice feeding trials. Bars not sharing the same letter are significantly different at α=0.05. 

 

after capelin spawning, diet breadth was similar between collection sites and periods. Feeding 

preference experiments confirmed that urchins consume capelin resources with a preference for  

capelin muscle tissue over capelin eggs, but consumed all prey types in the absence of 

alternatives.    
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Stable isotope signatures of on-site urchins at site 1 closely matched that of capelin 

regardless of sampling period. Interestingly, capelin spawned at site 1 the previous summer but 

not in 2014 likely due to cold temperatures (< 2°C) at this site. Gonad growth in S. 

droebachiensis is strongly influenced by food availability (Garrido and Barber 2001) and periods 

of maximal feeding and gonad growth coincide with the availability of capelin (Larsen et al. 

1980). Thus, the similarity of isotopic signature to capelin suggests that urchins at site 1 grew 

their gonads in the previous summer when capelin resources were available and had not spawned 

prior to collection in 2014, possibly due to the lack of a warm water temperature cue. This 

interpretation is supported by the high gonad index observed on-site at site 1 as well as the 

observation of a number of urchins collected from this site spawning during transport to the lab. 

The availability of high quality food is an important determinant for gonad growth in S. 

droebachienis (Scheibling and Hatcher 2013). Mean gonad index values on-site (8.07%) were 

considerably lower than mean values observed in the laboratory and in the field for urchins 

feeding on macroalgae (>20%; Minor and Scheibling 1997; Meidel and Scheibling 1998; 1999) 

but were consistent with subtidal urchins with limited access to macroalgae (Kelly et al. 2012). 

Gonad growth is highest on a mixed diet of animal and algal food (Briscoe and Sebens 1988; 

Meidel and Scheibling 1999) suggesting that access to capelin for on-site urchins may increase 

gonad growth, which may be important for reproducive output. In contrast, urchins collected pre-

spawning at site 3 had signatures more closely matching those of other prey types (e.g. Agarum) 

and combined with the lower gonad indices, suggest that gonad growth in the previous summer 

was lower when incorporating non-capelin resources, or, alternatively, these urchins may have 

spawned in the spring and began growing their gonads prior to capelin spawning in 2014. 

Regardless of the mechanism underlying differences in stable isotope ratios and gonad mass of 
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urchins between sites, these differences along with differences in spawning site use by capelin 

suggest that capelin availability may increase nutrient storage and gonad growth in S. 

droebachiensis and, thus, may be important for reproducive output.   

 Strong evidence for urchin reliance on spawning capelin is the dramatic shift in 15N 

values of urchins at site 3 after capelin spawning occurred. Mean 15N in urchin gonad tissue 

increased by ~2‰ for both on and off-site urchins within three weeks of capelin spawning, 

becoming more similar to a capelin isotopic signature. The timing of the shift overlapping with 

spawning capelin further suggests that urchins are consuming capelin resources when they 

become available. The availability of food with high 15N food has resulted in similar 15N shifts 

for invertebrates in streams containing salmon carcasses (Yanai and Kochi 2005) and for S. 

droebachiensis in nutrient poor environments with limited access to macroalgae (Kelly et al. 

2012). 15N in S. dreobachiensis appears to increase as distance increases from kelp stands, 

suggesting urchins with decreased access to macroalgae consume more animal material (Kelly et 

al. 2012). The observed 15N shift for on-site urchins was expected, but the identical shift 

observed off-site was not. Off-site urchins do not have access to capelin eggs but dead capelin 

have been observed drifting onto off-site areas. Indeed, both on- and off-site urchins have been 

observed clumping directly on dead capelin at site 3 (see Chapter 1), suggesting that urchins are 

scavenging dead fish available on the seafloor. The shift in 15N off-site was coupled with a 

significant decrease in 13C that was not observed for on-site urchins. The cause for this shift is 

unknown but may be influenced by consumption of red algae that is more depleted in C13, or an 

unknown food source becoming available along with capelin.  

 Diet breadth did not differ between sampling periods or locations at site 3 but was 

significantly larger off-site at site 1 than on-site. Subtidal habitats >20 m, characteristic of 
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capelin spawning sites in the study area, are typically characterized as nutrient poor (Kelly et al. 

2012) and urchins on these habitats rely on nutrient subsidies from distant algal beds (Britton-

Simmons et al. 2009; Filbee-Dexter and Scheibling 2012). Spawning capelin provide a pulse of 

nutrients into these environments which may result in narrow diet breadth for on-site urchins. 

Off-site, there is wider variety of prey items available (e.g. Agarum, mussels, coralline algae, etc) 

that are not available on-site which may contribute to the wider diet breadth. At site 3, I expected 

to see a contraction in diet breadth once urchins began consuming capelin resources; however, 

no change in diet breadth was observed. The short time between urchin collections before 

capelin spawning and post-spawning may not have been adequate for a significant change to be 

observed. Sampling later in the season may have shown the expected contraction of diet breadth. 

Contrary to site 1, urchins off-site at site 3 had a diet breadth similar to on-site urchins. Off-site 

areas at site 3 were similar in depth to on-site collections whereas at site 1, on-site and off-site 

collections differed in depth by 10 m. The similar depths may have resulted in similar food 

sources being available prior to spawning on-and off-site, making diet variability similar as well. 

Similarly, the absence of capelin resources in the previous summer likely led to similar diets for 

all urchins at site 3.  

 Diet preference experiments indicated that urchins preferred dead capelin over capelin 

eggs when provided a choice. This preference is consistent with observations of urchins 

clumping on dead capelin even when eggs are available (see Chapter 1). While it is widely 

accepted that urchins are omnivorous (Himmelman and Steele 1971; Briscoe and Sebens 1988; 

Dumont et al. 2008), few experiments have analyzed urchin diet preferences for non-algal prey. 

Briscoe and Sebens (1988) showed that urchins occasionally consume animal matter over 

macroalgae but only for urchins collected from habitats with limited access to kelp. Brown algae 
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in the genus Laminaria is commonly preferred by S. droebachiensis over other algal species in 

preference experiments (Vadas 1977; Larson et al. 1980; Scheibling and Anthony 2001) yet was 

not preferred over capelin muscle in the present study. When provided each prey source 

individually, urchins again consumed more capelin muscle than capelin eggs and also 

significantly more capelin muscle than Laminaria. The discontinuity in diet preferences of 

urchins has led to the notion that diet preferences are based on environmental conditions and 

physiological state of the urchin (Himmelman and Nedelec 1990). The observed preference for 

capelin muscle may reflect easier chemical detection, palatability, or nutritional content but 

further study is needed to elucidate the exact reason.  

 Capelin eggs were only consumed in the absence of alternative prey types, suggesting the 

semelparous life history strategy of male capelin may reduce the impact urchins have on 

recruitment through egg predation. Based on the mass of eggs consumed in no-choice treatments, 

urchins consumed a mean of 1679 ± 290 eggs during the two-day trial period. Given that egg 

densities at deep water spawning sites range from 427-1582 eggs/cm2 (Penton et al. 2012), the 

consumption rate of capelin eggs is low enough that urchins likely do not have a significant 

impact on capelin recruitment at the low densities observed (see Chapter 1). Instead, urchin 

preference for capelin muscle tissue suggests they may act as important nutrient recyclers at 

capelin spawning sites. Gut passage time is relatively rapid in sea urchins (Lawrence et al. 2013) 

resulting in high rates of nutrient deposition through their feces (Mamelona and Pelletier 2005) 

such that consumption of detritus by S. droebachiensis aids in the nutrient recycling process 

(Sauchyn and Scheibling 2009). Overall, these results suggest that urchins consume primarily 

dead capelin when they are available during the summer and, in addition to the annual pulse of 

capelin being important for gonad growth and reproductive output of urchins, consumption of 
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dead fish may accelerate nutrient recycling, thereby releasing capelin nutrients back into the 

environment.  
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Synthesis Discussion 

 After examining the diet and distribution of green sea urchins at deep water spawning 

sites of capelin, it is evident that both are influenced by the availability of capelin resources 

during the summer. The use of capelin resources was evidenced by the increased 15N in urchin 

gonad tissue after capelin spawned at site 3, as well as the similar isotopic signature of urchins to 

capelin at site 1 despite a lack of capelin spawning at this site, likely reflecting consumption of 

capelin in the previous summer when spawning occurred (Chapter 3). Within sites, urchins were 

distributed in higher densities in areas with dead capelin present and were often clumped directly 

on the dead fish, whereas capelin eggs had a negative influence on urchin presence and density 

(Chapter 1). Together these results suggested that urchins were consuming dead capelin and that 

consumption of dead capelin was driving the diet shift. This interpretation is supported by the 

dietary preference experiment (Chapter 3), which illustrated that urchins preferentially consumed 

capelin muscle tissue when presented both prey sources simultaneously, only consuming eggs 

when no alternative was present. Overall, urchins appear to prefer and seek out dead capelin on 

spawning sites and likely do not have a significant impact on capelin recruitment. Alternately, 

urchins likely play a crucial role in recycling capelin detritus. Future studies, however, should 

examine gut contents of urchins to quantify the presence and number of capelin eggs consumed 

to determine whether urchins consume capelin eggs while browsing or moving towards dead 

capelin on spawning sites. Estimates of egg consumption may provide a more realistic estimate 

of the impact urchins have on capelin recruitment.  

 Capelin spawning sediment is not a preferred substrate for S. droebachiensis, evidenced 

by the highest urchin densities observed on patches of bedrock distributed across the spawning 

sites. My estimates of urchin density are similar to previous estimates on fine sediment (Filbee-
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Dexter and Scheibling 2012), along with density being correlated with the availability of hard 

substrates (Bilcher et al. 2007). Similarly, observations of high densities of urchins aggregating 

at the rock-sand interface have also been observed in previous studies (Ebeling et al. 1985). I 

postulated that the high densities of urchins at the site edge represent a former foraging front and 

that urchins are slowly dispersing onto the spawning sediment to forage on capelin resources and 

drift algae. Future studies should examine urchin densities on the surrounding bedrock in 

presently archived videos to assess whether these urchins were involved in a phase-shift from a 

kelp bed to an urchin barren. Continuous monitoring of urchin density at the site edge may also 

be useful to confirm whether urchins are moving onto the spawning sediment and how the 

availability of capelin resources influences movement rates off the site edge.  

 The observed incorporation of capelin nutrients into gonad tissue suggests that available 

capelin resources are important for gonad growth. Garrido and Barber (2001) suggest that food 

availability is crucial for gonad growth, which indicates that urchins on spawning sites may be 

able to grow larger gonads than off-site urchins due to the resource pulse of spawning capelin 

which is supported by higher gonad index for on-site urchins in the present study. A more 

comprehensive sampling of on- and off-site urchins throughout the spawning season and over 

multiple years when capelin spawn would be required to determine how access to capelin 

influences gonad growth and if this equates to enhanced reproductive success for urchins. 

Similarly, since mixed diets yield the highest gonad growth rates (Briscoe and Sebens 1988; 

Meidel and Scheibling 1999), more comprehensive sampling of the available prey sources both 

on and off-site could shed light on the variety and quality of prey types available and which prey 

types urchins are likely consuming.  
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 Turnover rates and diet-tissue discrimination factors for 15N in urchin gonad tissue 

determined in the lab did not match well with observed turnover from field collections. Urchins 

in the lab were likely fed too little, and sampling effort was too infrequent at the start of the 

experiment, both of which likely contributed to the mis-match between lab and field turnover 

rates. Similarly, incorporation of nutrients into gonad tissue was likely low during the 

experiment due to seasonal feeding rates slowing during the winter and stored nutrients prior to 

the experiment being mobilized for gametogenesis (Walker et al. 2005). To get a realistic 

measure of turnover and diet-tissue discrimination factors, future captive feeding studies on 

urchins should match the timing of the lab study with the timing of field collections to try and 

control for the stage in the reproductive cycle. Similarly, food delivery rates in the lab should 

attempt to match those in the field, especially for S. droebachiensis whose gonad growth is 

related to food availability (Garrido and Barber 2001). Based on estimations from Caut et al. 

(2009), diet-tissue discrimination factors likely differ among tissues and when consuming 

different prey types. Future studies should address how food and tissue type influence 

discrimination values and turnover in urchins. The disparity between lab and field turnover rates 

in the present study made it difficult to determine the time period reflected by gonad tissue. 

Determination of time periods reflected by multiple tissues (e.g. muscle) and tissues that can be 

sampled non-lethally (e.g. tube feet) will aid in determining which tissues to sample and when to 

collect samples to meet study objectives.  

 In conclusion, through analysis of urchin density, diet preferences, and stable isotope 

ratios, I have illustrated that the pulse resource of spawning capelin, particularly dead capelin, is 

important in the diets of S. droebachiensis during the summer. Based on these results, I conclude 

that urchins primarily act as nutrient recyclers at deep-water spawning sites of capelin, indicating 
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that the semelparous life history strategy of capelin may relieve egg predation pressure by 

urchins, such that capelin recruitment is minimally affected.  
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